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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Pari<, FL 34665-5060 • (813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
May 9,1996
Strategic Planning Workshop - 8:30 a.m.
AGENDA: Presentation of Committee draft concept paper*
Regular Meeting - 9:30 a.m. (approximate)
AGENDA
I.

II.

Ill.

IV.

V.

CALL TO ORDER
A.
Approve agenda of the regular meeting of May 9, 1996
B.
Approve minutes of the regular meeting of April 11, 1996
C.
Approve Executive Committee actions
ACTION ITEMS
A.
Salary/Classification Plan
B.
Change Program Methodology- Children's Home
C.
New and Expanded Funds
D.
Neighborhood Family Center Enhancement
E.
Healthy Start (FIMR) Match
F.
Mentoring Program - Invitation to Bid
4140 49th Street Renovation
G.
H.
B.E.S.T. Initiative
INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
Information Technology Inside/Outside JWB
B.
Total Family Strategy Evaluation
Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative Update
C.
D.
Personnel Report for April
E.
Financial Report for April (to be distributed)
F.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
G.
Training Center Report
H.
Media Items
I.
Performance Analysis (to be distributed)
J.
Performance Audit Update (to be distributed)
OPEN AGENDA
r
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests
for specific funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING Strategic Planning Retreat, May 9, following Board meeting
MEETINGS: June 13, 9:00 a.m. - Regularly scheduled Board meeting
June 20, 5:30 p.m. - Budget Workshop
July 1 - Financial Disclosure Forms due
•Material sent under separate cover.

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of April 11, 1996
MINUTES
Present:

Donna McRae, Chair; Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Dee Anna Farnell;
Judge Frank Quesada; Thomas R. Moriarty; Myrtle Smith-Carroll; James E.
Mills, Executive Director; Terry Smiljanich, Board Counsel; Amy Daly, Executive
Assistant

Absent:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D.;Martha Maddux, Vice Chair; Dr. J. Howard
Hinesley

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:07a.m.

Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Motion:
Cooperman
Bogue
Donation

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to approve the agenda of the April 11 , 1996
regular meeting.
Mr. Moriarty moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the March 14, 1996
regular meeting.
Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to authorize acceptance of a donation of
$5000 for co-sponsorship of the Cooperman-Begue Awards from
Western Reserve Life Division of AEGON USA and IDEX Mutual Funds, and
placement in the Communications operating budget.
Fiscal Impact: The Communications operating budget for Fiscal Year 1995-96
is $61,360. Acceptance of the $5000 donation and placement in the
Communications operating budget will increase the total to $66,360.

Motion:
Camp
Anytown

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to allocate an additional $12,000 to the
National Conference of Christians and Jews-Tampa Bay Chapter for the Camp
Anytown Program in Fiscal Year 1995-96 to support an additional camp.
Fiscal Impact: The Fiscal Year 1995-96 Transitional Fund will be reduced from
$357,636 to $345,636. The National Council of Christians and Jews contract
will increase from $12,000 to $24,000.

c

During discussion of the proposed salary/classification the Board requested information on the
proposed changes in the Personnel Policies, an upward evaluation of supervisors, the number
of staff in each pay classification and details of the performance plan.

Motion:
Salary/
Class.
Plan

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to postpone approval of the
salary/classification plan until the May eoard meeting.

Prior to a motion on continuing to fund an evaluation of Project IMPACT. questions and
comment from the Board addressed tracking individuals after they left the program, the
potentiality of having the Edyth Bush Foundation continue funding the program , the possibility
of accomplishing program objectives in less time, extending the project into neighborhood
family centers and statistics on program participants.

Motion:
Proj.
IMPACT

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to approve budgeting up to $50,000 one-timeonly Research and Development Funds (subject to the TRIM process) for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters to continue funding project IMPACT for Fiscal Year 199697.
Fiscal Impact: For Fiscal Year 1996-97,$50,000 will be budgeted in Research
and Demonstration Funds - Allocated.

Motion:
Comm.
Facii.HUD Grant

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to allocate up to $25,000 to USF annually for both
Fiscal Year 1996-97 and Fiscal Year 1997-98 (subject to the TRIM
process) for the salary and fringe benefits for a Community Facilitator in Tarpon
Springs contingent upon USFs receipt of another grant from HUD.
Fiscal Impact: $25,000 would be budgeted in Research and Demonstration
Funds- Allocated in Fiscal Year 1996-97 and Fiscal Year 1997-98.

Motion:
lnterg./
Youth Dev.

Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to authorize staff to begin the Request for Proposal
process for lntergenerational and Youth Development programs and to allow
agencies who received initial lntergenerational and/or Youth Development
grants in Fiscal Year 1995-96 to competitively compete for a second and final
funding year in Fiscal Year 1996-97 at a maximum of 50% of the funds they
were originally awarded.
Fiscal Impact: The Juvenile Welfare Board allocated $149,429 for
lntergenerational Programs and $148,120 for Youth Development Programs in
Fiscal Year 1995-96. If the Board approves this request, $300,000 will be
included in the Request for Proposals section of the Proposed Administration
and Program budget for Fiscal Year 1996-97.

Motion:
Stand For
Children

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to endorse the Stand for Children in Washington,
DC on June 1, 1996.

During discussion of the staff recommendation to postpone further action on the neighborhood
family center allocation for 90 days, .questions and comment from the Board and
representatives of the Bartlett Park Neighborhood, Jim West, Virginia Wade and Rafael
Berryman, included proximity to another neighborhood family center, the role of the City of St.
Petersburg, the role of Operation PAR in the Bartlett Park proposal and what would be
accomplished by the Bartlett Park residents with the remaining $60,000.

Motion:

Motion:
Olive B.
Mclin

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
was defeated due to a tie vote to postpone further actions on the remaining
Neighborhood Family Center allocation (1995-96) for at least 90 days to allow
for the exploration of potential collaborations and develop an overall approach
to South County. Voting "Yes": Commission Parks, Ms. Smith-Carroll and Ms.
McRae. Voting "No": Judge Farnell, Judge Quesada and Mr. Moriarty.
Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to allocate the remaining Neighborhood
Family Center funds of $60,171 (annualized) subject to the TRIM process for a
one-year period to the Olive B. Mclin Neighborhood Family Center, instructed
representatives of the Olive B. Mclin Neighborhood Family Center to
strengthen relationships with all the involved neighborhood associations and
instructed staff to continue work on potential collaborations and development of
an overall approach to neighborhood family centers in the South County. ~
1-4ie w tc ii&S aetMMifte8lU be ht faoo; ol ll:o :::etito:ln.

Ms. McRae indicated that appointees to the Executive Director"s Evaluation Committee would
be determined at a later date.

c

During the informational portion of the meeting Ms. Whitlock provided the report from the
North County Community Council in the absence of Ms. Debra Genaldi, Chair. Chuck Fleer,
Chair, Mid County Community Council; and Richard Bell representing the South County
Community Council presented the Semi-Annual Report for their respective Community
Councils and shared their goals and concerns.
Additional informational items included Pinellas Boot Camp Initiative, Semi-Annual Evaluation
Report; Earned Income Credit report; Neighborhood Family Centers Newsletter; Financial and
Personnel Reports for March; Site Visit Schedule and Summaries; Training Center Report and
Media Items.
Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 12:10 p.m.

c

c

Item II. A.
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

_""'Af
Administrative Support Team: Na\1 !lr~ Amy ':~y, Walter Williams~-

,
James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto~

Requested Action
To adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan and changes to the JWB
Personnel Practices.
1\}

I u,.:(':' -_::-

options

c

' ~t-v

1.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan effective April 11, 1996.

2.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan with modifications.

3.

Adopt the proposed changes to the JWB Personnel Practices effective
April 11, 1996.

4.

Return the proposed salary/classification to staff with specific
recommendations for revision.

5.

Return the proposed changes to the JWB Personnel Practices to staff
with specific recommendations for revision.

6.

Do not approve the recommendation.

7.

Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.

Adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan (Attachment A)
effective April 11, 1996.

2.

Adopt the changes to the JWB Personnel Practices (Attachment B)
effective April 11 , 1996.

Source of JWB Funds

c

)(\

Current administrative budgets of JWB administration. Coordinated Child Care.
Marriage and Family Counselling and the Pinellas County License Board.

Fiscal Impact
Fiscal impact is minimal. Only five employees have been identified in the new
classification plan as requiring a salary increase to the minimum of the new
range. The increases will be retroactive to April 21. 1996 (beginning of pay

\

period following recommended effective date of changes). The funds for these
increases will be absorbed within the current administrative budgets of the
respective agencies as follows:
JWB
CCC
M&FC
PCLB

1 employee
1 employee
2 employees
1 employee

$2,839.83
$1,206.82
$1,770.08
$3.284.56

TOTAL IMPACT

$9,101.29

Fiscal impact of the proposed change in longevity payments (including those
who would be eligible in Fiscal Year 1996-97) will be $3000.00. (JWB - 7
employees, $1 050.00; CCC - 4 employees, $600.00; M&FC - 5 employees,
$900.00 ($150 for 1995-96, 1 employee; $750 for 1996-97, 5 employees);
PCLB - 3 employees, $450.00).

Narrative
During discussion of the adoption of the proposed salary and classification plan
at the April 11, 1996 meeting (Original Board memo · Attachment 0), the Board
requested that adoption of the plan be postponed until the May meeting so as
to include the recommended changes to the Personnel Practices affected by
the new plan. Staff was further requested to explain in greater detail the
employee performance evaluation system. Information on the number of
employees who were classified in each of the nine pay ranges was also
requested (Attachment C).
JWB PERSONNEL PRACTICES
The new salary and classification plan has necessitated limited changes to the
Personnel Practices. Areas to be changed include requests for the PromotionIn-Grade plan, performance evaluation system, and longevity awards.
Additional changes were made to add two new employee categories,
Transitional Employee and Interim Employee. Neither of these additions were
as a result of the proposed salary/classification plan.
The proposed changes are found in their entirety as Attachment 8 and written
in legislative style (additions underlined, deletions struck through).
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The Board determined at the July, 1995 meeting that market increases to staff,
as a regular practice, should be eliminated and the one-time-only and base
adjustments awarded to staff should be based solely on their performance
evaluation. Prior to that time, staff was awarded both a market and merit
increase across the board, using the ranking on the current evaluation system
only to determine one-time-only payments (except in cases of unsatisfactory
performance).
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In response to the Board's actions in the Fiscal Year 1995-96 budget process
and the findings and recommendation of the 1995 KPMG Peat Marwick
Performance Audit, management has created an evaluation system that
rewards performance and meets staff concerns about being rated comparatively
rather than against a specific standard of performance against which they are
individually rated. The Audit included four findings of the current Performance
Evaluation System :
1.

The current pay structure lacks the flexibility to reward outstanding
performers and discour.age poor performance

2.

Employees are not given the opportunity to complete upward evaluations

3.

The evaluation form used annually is the same for all employees (staff to
upper management)

4.

Employees are sometimes ranked against their peers rather than against
a measurable objective.

The Performance Audit made two recommendations : 1) JWB should
investigate the benefits of revising the merit and one-time-only bonus and 2)
JWB should development separate evaluation forms for staff and management.
In the process of developing the recommended evaluation system it was
recognized that three preliminary steps were needed to meet that goal :
1.

Design of position profiles Uob descriptions) that identified significant and
measurable "Key Responsibilities."

2.

Create a new classification plan based on the rewrinen position profiles.
(The existing plan has been in place for 12 years and while salary
comparability was regularly reviewed, there has been no complete review
of the total classification plan.)

3.

Design a compensation plan to accommodate the new classification
system.

All of those steps have been accomplished.
The new Performance Appraisal and Development Plan is based on the
accomplishment of clearly defined tasks and the standards expected for
successful completion of those tasks. It allows for ongoing revisions so that
added responsibilities may be more immediately captured and evaluated as well
as continuing a dialog between a supervisor and employee for timely feedback
on work projects and performance.
In keeping with the recommendation in the Performance Audit, beginning with
1996-97, each employee will now be rated on his/her performance and not
against the performance of other employees. This system provides an
opportunity for the supervisor and employee to establish clearly defined tasks
based on the "key responsibilities" in the position profile and the standards

expected to achieve mutually agreed upon goals. It provides a section for
establishment of a work plan by both the supervisor and employee for the
upcoming year and the expectations for performance. A section on "personal
responsibility" will address expected behavior of the employee in areas such as
initiative, attendance, cooperation, creativity, etc. as well organizational
responsibility. A separate form will evaluate supervisors on their ability to
effectively manage their departments/employees in are~s such as delegation,
time management, leadership and planning.
Training sessions were provided at the end of April to familiarize all
JWB/satellite agency supervisors with the new evaluation form. Areas covered
in the hands-on training incluqed how to translate "key responsibilities" into
measurable objectives, how to establish measurable objectives (standards),
how to work with employees during the evaluation, and how to measure
personal and organizational responsibility. Materials to assist in the process
were shared and standards identified for representative position profiles within
each JWB department/agency. Informational meetings with the staff were
conducted to familiarize them with the process, respond to their questions and
concerns and orient them as to what they should expect to gain from the
evaluation process. Additional professional training and consultation will be
provided throughout the process to supplement ongoing assistance from the
Human Resources Manager.
It is recognized that the transition from one evaluation system to another is not
easy and that staff has concerns as to how the process will work and whether
their supervisors have sufficient time and training to be able to effectively use
the system. Staff is also concerned that 12 months of standards and
expectations are being measured on a form that would be only four months old.
Therefore the new system will be used concurrently with the old one to
reassure employees and supervisors alike. Supervisors have been asked to
work with their staff to complete the new Performance Appraisal and
Development Plan to coincide with the beginning of Fiscal Year 1996-97. This
will occur during the months of May and June to allow for recommended
revisions and to identify any additional training needs. Evaluations for Fiscal
Year 1995-96 will be based on the old evaluation form with the discussion and
ratings enriched by the work which has been completed on the new system.
The same statistical measures will be used.
Upward evaluations of supervisors will be included as part of the process. JWB
Administration is forming a committee to create a form that will be used for this
purpose. Satellite directors are responsible to initiate similar processes in their
organizations. It is anticipated that at least a trial run of this process will be
possible for evaluation of the 1995-96 performances and fully available for the
beginning of Fiscal Year 1996-97.
Attachments:
Salary/Classification Plan (A)
Personnel Practices (B)
Employees within Salary/Classification System (C)
April 11, 1996 Board Memo (D)

JUVENILE WEtFARE BOARD

c

Classification Systems

Itna II A.
Attachaent A

(Proposed)

PAY GRADE

POSITION TITLE

HOURLY RANGE

ANNUAL RANGE

Accounting Clerk
Administrative Specialist
Computer Operator
Family Support Worker
Library Specialist
Receptionist

8.20 - 11 .40

15,990.00 - 22 ,230 .00

II

Fiscal Clerk
Facilities Maintenance Worker
Program Support Specialist
Secretary - (dept. name)

9.25 - 13.20

18,083.50 - 25,740.00

Ill

Administrative Assistant
Child & Family Consultant
Fiscal Specialist
Fiscal Supervisor
Food Specialist
Licensing Specialist
Program Specialist
Provider Consultant

10.40 - 15.60

20,280.00 - 30,420 .00

IV

Early Childhood Consultant
Fiscal Analyst
Librarian
Licensing Consultant
M & F Consultant
Program Supervisor

11 .90 - 18.75

23.205 .00 - 36,562 .50

v

Communications Specialist
Contract Manager
M & F Counselor
Office Administrator
Program Consultant
Systems Administrator

12.70 - 21 .00

24,765.00 - 40 ,950 .00

VI

Executive Assistant
Senior Contract Manager
Senior M & F Counselor
Senior Program Consultant

14.10 - 23.50

27,495.00- 45 ,825 .00

VII

Assistant Director - LB
Manager - (dept. name)

15.40 - 25.60

30.030.00 - 49.920.00

c

c
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HOURLY RANGE

ANNUAL RANGE

PAY GRADE

POSITION TITLE

VIII

Assistant Director - CCC
Special Assistant
Director - Training Center
Director - R & D Center
Director - M & F
Director - LB

18.20 - 31 .90

35,490.00 - 62,205 .00

IX

Director - Strategic Comm.
Director - Comm.mity Initiatives
Director - Programs & Finance
Executive Director- CCC

21 .00 - 35.00

40,950.00 - 68,250 .00

c
Attachment B
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO PERSONNEL PRACTICES
SECTION II
The creation of two new employee classifications reflects the changes occurring
in traditional staffing patterns and relationships. JWB currently has two
grants/contracts, CCYD and the Ear1y Childhood Collaborative. Existing
employees have assumed responsibilities for these contracts. Existing staff
would be discouraged from working in these projects if it meant placing their
permanent status and benefits in jeopardy. These two situations have been
accommodated by using the "working out of classification" and "temporary
employee" status options which currently exist in the Personnel Practices.
Neither of these provisions are intended for this purpose, and the change is
recommended to provide a more straightforward and flexible means of dealing
with these situations which can be expected to increase in the future.

c

SECTION Ill
A.

The change in this wording reflects a greater emphasis upon why the
employee works for JWB (outputs) for JWB rather than a listing of job
assignments which may change frequently and quickly become out of
date. The use of the term "specification" rather than "qualifications"
broadens minimal requirements from traditional measures such as
education and years of experience (which will continue to be a portion of
the specification). Examples include : the need for transportation, specific
research skills or other essential experience, knowledge of a specific
computer program, etc.

B.

The existing Promotion-in-Grade system is no longer relevant in a
streamlined system of salary ranges and classifications. Additionally, the
transfer or promotion, since it is tied to the specific job an employee
.holds, and poses problems in continuing justification as job duties and
assignments change. The proposed salary and classification plan is
based on the assumption that all employees who hold a Promotion in
Grad will retain their salary adjustment as a permanent part of their
salary base.

SECTION IV

c

A.

The proposed language clarifies that treatment of employees who have
reached or exceeded the maximum in their salary range is the same for
market adjustments as it is for base merit adjustments. A number of
employees exceeded the maximum as a result of the Board's actions at
the time of the adoption of the 1995-96 budget. This number has been
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reduced with the expansion of salary ranges in the proposed salary and
classification plan.
B.

An added longevity "step" is proposed between the ten and twenty year
milestones to better recognize the value and contribution of long-term
employees. Additional incentives are being explored and those which
might impact the personnel practices will be proposed in the January
review of the personnel practices.

SECTION VIII
Proposed language reflects the manner in which the performance evaluation
reflects the basis upon which the salary and classification system has been
built.
There was a board inquiry at the April meeting regarding the "upward evaluation."
The mechanism for implementing this activity was put into place as a part of the
January, 1996 Board approved revisions (8.45).

PERSONNEL PRACTICES MANUAL
The following recommended changes In the Personnel Practices Manual reflect
actions proposed by management. These changes are made necessary by the
revision to the Salary and Classification changes. Proposed revisions have been
prepared legislative style to Illustrate both additional and deleted language.
SECTION II
2.141 Transitional Employee
~!_ar full time employee who has been selected to work out of normal
position/classification for a specific period and for a specific purpose. This
employee retains the rlaht to return to his/her original position at end of
transitional period. Upon return to original position the employee's salary will be
ad!usted to his/her original base salary Plus adlustments he/she would
reasonably be considered to have received had he/she remained In his/her
orlalnal position. These would Include. but not be limited to. across the board
ad!ustments received by all employees In the orlalnal classification and
differential merit Increases all calculated on the original base. All benefits will
continue and new benefits will accrue as with any regular employee.
RATIONALE:

c

New employee category which allows employee to work out of
primary position for a specific time period.

2.1 42 Interim Employee
New employee(sl hired to fill the transitional employee's position for a specific
oerlod of If the stated period Is for one year or more or Is extended beyond one
year. this employee Is ellalble for all benefits. and may receive a salary
adlustment at the end of one (1) year If recommended by the supervisor and
approved by the Executive Director COHO). If the Interim period Is for more than
one year the employee may be eligible for the merit Increase as stated In
paragraph 4.2 of the JWB Personnel Practices Manual. When the transitional
employee returns to this position. the Interim employee's employment In that
capacity will be terminated. Should the Interim employee become a regular
employee. time served In the Interim capacity will be eligible to be Included for
purposes of determining longevity and other benefits.
RATIONALE:

New employee category which allows hiring of new employee to fill
position vacation by Transitional employee.

SECTION Ill
3.11

c
RATIONALE:

The salary and classification plan shall Include all official job titles, their
minimum and maximum salaries, the relationship of all job titles and
salaries utilized by the agency to one another and a feb deserlptleA
e~tiiAIAg typlsal d~tles and ~iAi~~~ q~allflsatlens fer east:. jeb
~#~&.position profile outlining key responsibilities and minimum
specifications for each lob title.

To modify and bring verbiage Into line with new Position Profiles.
-9-
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3,74~

Fer any empleyee te ~e premetell In gralle he/&he shall ha'tJe
eenslstenUy llemenstratell e•emplary per:fermanee In the fellewlng
areas:
3 .74~1

De·"elepment ef a hlgl:t llegree ef teel:tnleal
eempetenee anll preflelenay In hlsther je~
assignment.

3.742~

A~lllty te aaswme lnereaslng respensl~lllty fer tl:te
lnltlatlen anll eempletlen ef t:llsther je~ assignments.

3.74~3

A~lllty

te fwnatlen In an e•emplary tasl:tlen wltl:t
lnereaslngly less swpen.tlslen ef hlsther werk.

3.7424

A~lllty te meet In a respensl~le, timely anll aeawrate
fasl:tlen the allmlnlstratl'tJe anll pelley reqwlrementa ef
.IW8.

3 .74~&

Aaswmptlen ef respensl~lllty fer his/her ewn
prefesslenal gre'fftl:t anll ~e'tJelepment eenslstent with
tl:te nee.-s ef his/her ..IW& werk assignments.

3.742&

Centrl~wtien te the llevelepment ef pesltl'tJe,
eeeperatlve werklng relatlensl:tlps wltl:t peers,
eenstltwent ageneles, anll the eemmwnlty at large.

3.7&

Premetlens In gralle are aensldered ~ E•eewtl'tJe Olreeter
(OHO~ wpen presentatien af written deewmen&atian that the
emplayee has met tl:te eligl~lllty and per:fermanae arlterla fer swah
astian and that the lmmelliate swpervlser anll any lnter'tJenlng
awpen.tlsers aenawr wltl:t tl:te prepesell aatlen.

3.+&-

Aeqwest fer premetlen In gralle may ~e lnltlatell ~Y eltl:ter the
empleyee er hls,ll:ter Immediate swper'tJiser. Tl:te Eaceswtl'tJe l:>lreeter
al:tall aellalt sw~mlasiens fer premetiens In grade ta ~e aw~mlttell
en Ne'tJem~er 1 ef eaeh year ancl sweh ether times clwrlng the year
as hetahe may determine appreprlate. The E•eawti'tJe Oireater shall
aat en awah reqwests wltl:tln 4& days ef their aw~mlsslen.

RATIONALE:

Due to the collapsing of the number of levels In our salary and
classification plan, advancing of two grade levels Is no longer a
viable option. The new salary and classification plan allows for
higher and broader levels, eliminating the need for promotions In
grade.

SECTION IV
~

RATIONALE:

Those employees whose salary exceed the maximum of the
established pay range at the adoption of these policies shall be
"red circled" and not receive a market Increase until their salary Is
within the new market adjusted range.
To Include policy for determining market adjustment for those
employees over the maximum In their pay range.
-11-

4.33

RATIONALE:

~

Market survey adjustments shall be applied to the minimum
and maximum of each salary range In the salary and
classification plan.

Number change to keep chronological order.
4.42

RATIONALE:

Employees who have completed 15 years of employment shall be
eligible for a longevity payment of $450.00 or a proportionate share
thereof for less than full time employment on the employee's
anniversary date.
Added an additional longevity payment beginning at 15 years of
employment.

4.42

4.43

Employees who have completed at least 20 years of
employment shall be eligible for a longevity payment of
$600.00 or a proportionate share thereof for less than full
time employment on the employee's anniversary date.

Number change to keep chronological order.

RATIONALE:
4..43

4.44

For purposes of computing longevity the employee's
anniversary date shall be their date of Initial employment as
a provisional employee adjusted for any period of
nonemployment or any leave of absence In excess of 30
calendar days.

Number change to keep chronological order.

RATIONALE:
SECTION VIII
8.1

RATIONALE:

Performance evaluations are the means by which an employer and an
employee periodically assess In a systematic fashion the degree to which
previously established tHk key responsibilities and performance
ebjeetl'i'e& standards have been met. ~ Key responsibilities and
performance ebjee&l'i'e& standards for the future, adequacy of je8
•eserlptleR position orof!les and personal and eareer •e·telepMeRt geals
organizational standards are also appropriately addressed In performance
evaluations.
Modifies wording In order to properly reflect the new position
profiles and evaluation forms.
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181

Summary of RED CIRCLE employees

Effects of Merit
Increases
FY 85-96

• of employees
above maximum
of range

October 1, 1996

Nine (9)

Adoption of New Plan

Six (6)

Effects of Personnel
Practice changes

II of employees
with PIG

I# of
employees
absorbed with
new plan

I# of
employees
ABOVE
maximum of
range

Total number of
Promotion in Grade

twenty-nine (29)

twenty-one (21 )

eight (8)

tof
employees
WITHOUT
PIG above
maximum

1 of
employees
with PIG
over
maximum

Two (2)

Four (4)

NOTE: The JWB Personnel System has a total of 181 employees.
If the proposed salary and classification and Personnel Practices are approved a total
TEN (10} employees will be red circled. Two (2) are directly related to the distribution
of Merit increases last year. Eight (8) are PIG related and/or merit distibution related.
Summary
As a resutt of the Merit increases approved by the Board during FY 95-96, nine (9)
employees were over the maximum of their pay range.
Of these nine (9) employees, six (6) will remain above the maximum of their range
with the adoption of the new pay and classification plan.
Four (4) of these employees have Promotion In Grade status. Two (2) exceed both
the former and new maximum.
With the adoption of the proposed changes to personnel practices eight (8) employees
exceed the maximum of their new range and were receipents of a Promotion in
Grade.

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698- 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 34665-5060
(813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Jim Mills, Executive Director

RE :

Anonymous Letter

DATE :

May 7 , 1996

I don't write anonymous letters and seldom acknowledge them but will make an
exception in this case. Much of the relevant information to the issues raised in the
most recent letter is contained in the Board memo.
1.

Yes, major changes were made in job descriptions as they were shifted from a
"one size fits all" for positions with the same title to position specific documents.
Position descriptions have been shifted from lists of tasks to key responsibilities
- what people were hired to accomplish for the organization. Employees were
asked to identify their own key responsibilities -they all drafted the first cut.
This input was then edited for consistency and format. All employees and
supervisors then had an opportunity to review the revisions and meet and
discuss concerns. Some concerns were accommodated, some were not.
Employees were not allowed to resubmit lists of tasks but required to remain
focused on responsibilities.

2.

Key responsibilities became the basis for the evaluation system which is
designed to be individual not competitive, the type of evaluation that employees
said they wanted in the performance audit. In the evaluation process each
employee and supervisor identifies the performance level for each key
responsibility. These levels will differ depending on employee tenure and the
specific job assignment. Training has been completed and we are now into the
establishment of individual performance standards by employees and
supervisors. The fixation of a few employees on the ultimate impact of
classification and evaluation on salary has prevented them from accepting that
position descriptions, classifications and evaluation are three distinct elements not one single action to assure ever larger annual salary adjustments. We
were quite certain about where we were going - defining outputs rather than
process (no more than we expect from contract agencies), greater flexibility

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

within broader salary ranges, which reflect the more varied and changing nature
of the tasks of the organization rather than narrow job definitions (exactly what
the private and other parts of the public sectors have been doing for years) and
accountability for the accomplishment of certain responsibilities at specific preestablished performance levels. The destination has been made quite clearthere are some people who don't want to make the trip! It is my position that
as a tax supported institution committed to running on sound business practices
we have no option but to organize work as efficiently as possible and hold
employees accountable for their performance.
3.

Under the Personnel Practices, it is the responsibility of the Executive Director
to establish and administer a performance evaluation system. The new system
is more detailed and will make evaluation a year-round process as job
assignments and performance standards are revised throughout the year.
There will be a year-long record of performance which culminates in the annual
summary - not what the human memory recalls of the previous few months.
Employees will have a clear standard to meet or an opportunity to clarify that
standard. Employees can exceed the standard and receive additional
compensation for that performance. What will not continue is for some
employees to receive extraordinary compensation for meeting the established
standard and for others to receive standard salary adjustments for "not falling
too far short." If the established standard is meeting deadlines, then the
standard is met by meeting all deadlines. Missing some deadlines would
indicate a need for improvement and getting one's work done consistently
ahead of time, allowing others to better manage their workloads, represents
exceeding the standard. This degree of accountability may be uncomfortable
for some employees - and I might add perhaps for some supervisors. And yes,
it will demand a great deal more thought and, at least initially, time than the
current system.
We have been unable to give people specifics about how much money will be
available for merit increases because of where we are in the budget process
and the limited flexibility that the Board's "no tax rate increase" dictates. There
will be monetary incentives. People have not been told they cannot exceed
standards - only that doing the expected job will no longer justify extraordinary
salary adjustments. (It has been shared that part of a supervisor's job is to
establish realistic expectations; and if expectations are routinely exceeded by all
employees, that could become an issue in the supervisor's evaluation - not
unlike an agency which wants to negotiate a lower performance objective so
their staff can feel good about exceeding it!) Tightening the belt and
demanding greater accountability are not easy.
Some employees have yet to grasp that JWB - and the rest of society, are
entering an era of more limited resources - and, of course, a non-financial
incentive really doesn't mean anything in a financial sense, that's why it's called
a non-financial incentive! The first round of suggested non-financial incentives

was pretty much rejected- either because employees were unimpressed and
felt they already have them (the concept of priority for retention in an era of
scarce resources has not yet taken root) or were determined to be
inappropriate for a public agency. A second round has been identified by JWB
Administrative Managers and staff suggestions will be sought and considered.
4.

There has been some concern that the comparables did not identify serious
deficiencies in existing JWB salary schedules. This is not surprising since we
diligently review at least a portion of the salary schedule annually (not every
three years - that is the schedule by which the total system is reviewed for
comparability). I have made the decision that there are some comparables that
JWB will not even attempt to meet; i.e., Veteran's Administration or School
Board Administrative salaries. Other considerations in comparables that are
difficult for some employees to accept are (1) in addition to the same basic job
responsibilities, one must also consider the scope of responsibilities - an
organization of several thousand employees? - a budget of a hundred million
dollars?, etc. (2) The same job title may not require the same education,
training or job responsibilities, thus the job of a "planner" in one system might
be quite different from the job called "planner" in another system. Comparables
were (and have historically been) secured by describing the duties and
responsibilities to the responding agency and that agency identifying the
position that corresponds in their system. (3) Comparability has been confined
to the Tampa Bay labor market only.

5.

The Administrative Support Team has undertaken a major task and worked
long and hard to accomplish it within the established time schedule. They have
borne the responses of staff in a most patient and professional manner. They
(like virtually every other employee) have not gained financially in this exercise nor were any of them anywhere near their maximums and through their
placement gained any material growth advantage. (One of the continuing
issues was that a few employees, in spite of the Board discussion and any
number of reinforcing comments from me throughout the process, persisted in
the belief that this process would result in individual upward salary
adjustments.) To avoid any potential conflict of interest, Administrative Support
Team members completed their key responsibilities and took no role
whatsoever in the classification of their positions. This was accomplished by
Ms. Bailey and I. The Executive Assistant is, and remains, in a classification
below that of managers and continues as the lowest paid member of the Senior
Management Staff. It should also be noted that these staff have been
organized as a self-directed work team assuming major responsibility and
independence in the performance of their duties. Formerly, two of these
positions reported to an intermediate manager. All Managers were combined
into a single classification rather than a differentiation between programs and
administrative managers. We should expect no more of line staff than we are
ready to do with managers. For the record at least two of the members of the
Administrative Support Team will possibly be retired by the time they could

.
•

possibly benefit from the increased maximums of the range into which their
positions have been placed.
"Total Teamwork" suggests honest and open communication rather than anonymous
letters. Every person who requested a consultation with Ms. Bailey and the team was
advised of their option to meet personally with me. Only Senior Management staff
exercised that option and with only one exception were any concerns about individual
positions raised. Dr. Spence met regarding his concern that one classification
proposal called for senior practitioner positions and manager positions being placed in
the same range. His concerns were accommodated by placement in separate ranges.
Dr. Howze expressed concerns about the absence of a senior communications
position and was assured that positions could be added to the plan as needs of the
organization and circumstances warranted. Dr. Doody met and expressed concerns
regarding the establishment of the minimum education requirement for trainers at the
Bachelor's level. He was assured that minimum requirements impacted only the
application process and not the selection process, which still related to the most
qualified for the position at hand and that higher standards could be advertised as
"preferred". Dr. Hall met about the desire to create either a senior research position
or a reclassification of an existing employee who was near their maximum. Upon
review, the employee's job did not warrant reclassification (as did two of the three
pending at the time the classification study began) and no specific position for a senior
level practitioner had been submitted; so the request was denied. Dr. Glenn and Gail
Robertson met regarding the classification of their positions. The continuing disparity
of the CCC director's position with fiduciary responsibility, an imminent independent
personnel system and size of budget and staff did not justify equal placement. It was
agreed to adjust the maximum to Ms. Robertson's former limit and revisit the topic
after the spin-off of CCC is complete. Ms. Judd brought no issues to my attention.
It is not popular to say "no" but at times "no" is the necessary answer. Likewise, the
delivery of bad news, diminishing resources and new ways of organizing to do
business sometimes results in blaming the messengers.
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Action

Item Ill. A.
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

TO:

.luvenlle WeHare Board Membera

FROM:

James E. Milia, Executive
Admlnlatmlve Support Team:

•

Direc~:,~
. 6g
. ;~~- J
::a~Brooka, Amy Defy, Wal~ms

Requested Action
To adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan.

Options
1.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan.

2.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan with modifications.

3.

Return the proposed salary/classification to staff with specific
recommendations for revision.

4.

Do not approve the recommendation.

5.

Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.

Adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan (Attachment A) .

Source of JWB Funds
Current administrative budgets of JWB administration. Coordinated Child Care .
Marriage and Family Counselling and the Pinellas County License Board.

Fiscal Impact
Fiscal impact is minimal. Only five employees have been identified in the new
classification plan as requiring a salary increase to the minimum of the new
range . The increases will be effective April 21, 1996 (beginning of next pay
period). The funds for these increases will be absorbed within the current
administrative budgets of the respective agencies as follows :
JWB
CCC
M&FC
PCLB

1 employee
1 employee
2 employees
1 employee

$2,839.83
$1,206.82
$1,770.08
$3.284.56

TOTAL IMPACT

$9,101.29

-2-

Narrative

.
During the Fiscal Year 1995-96 budget process and in response to the findings
and recommendations of the 1995 KPMG Peat Marwick Performance Audit. the
Board directed staff to create an evaluation system that equitably rewarded
performance. The Audit included four findings of the current Performance
Evaluation System for Board and staff consideration; 1)The current pay
structure lacks the flexibility to reward outstanding performers and discourage
poor performance, 2) Employees are not given the opportunity to complete
upward evaluations, 3) The evaluation form used annually is the same for all
employees (staff to upper management). and 4)Employees are sometimes
ranked against their peers rather than against a measurable objective.
The Performance Audit made two recommendations:
JWB should investigate the benefits of revising the merit and one-timeonly bonus.
JWB should develop separate evaluation forms for staff and
management.
In the process of developing the recommended evaluation system three
preliminary steps were identified to meet that goal.
1.

Design position profiles Gob descriptions) that identified measurable "key
responsibilities."

2.

Create a new classification plan based on the rewritten position profiles.
(The existing plan has been in place for 12 years.)

3.

Design a compensation plan.

In December, 1995 the Board authorized engagement of an outside contractor
to undertake an evaluation of all job descriptions. the classification/salary plan
and appropria1e pay grades and salary ranges with a view toward developing
the basis for an effective and fair evaluation system. Bailey Consulting Group.
Inc.. St. Petersburg , was engaged to oversee this project.
The Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. was provided the mission statements for the
Juvenile Welfare Board and, where available, for the satellite agencies; JWB
Personnel Practices; the current salary/classification plan; a list of all JWB
employees and their present classifications and salaries and the list of benefits
available to the employees. An initial meeting was held with all Managers to
develop the time line and orient them to the process. Meetings were then held
with all staff to provide an overview and share the time line for the process.
JWB management staff and satellite executive directors or their representatives
met on a periodic basis throughout the process.

~

-3The current Juvenile Welfare Board personnel system has 182 employees
among four employing units: JWB Administration (54), Coordinated Child Care
(73). Marriage and Family Counseling (21 ), and the Pinellas County license
Board (34) in 26 pay ranges, 17 of which are presently utilized. Actual salaries
for existing employees range from $1 1,430.64 (50% time) to $64.293.15.
Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. found no symptoms of an organization
experiencing an inappropriate salary and compensation plan. The turnover rate
is less than 1%. The number of years employed at JWB (all employing units)
average at 6.6 years.
POSITION PROFILES
The current job descriptions needed to be updated to reflect the responsibilities
now required to meet the missions of the JWB and its satellite agencies.
Dating back, in many cases, to 1984, they failed to capture current job
relevance or the technology now required to meet organizational goals. Those
existing job descriptions included "illustrative tasks," "knowledge, abilities and
skills" and requirements. "Illustrative tasks" did not translate to an effective
evaluation system that would measure performance.
The new position profile (Attachment B) provides a list of "key (measurable)
responsibilities" for each position as well as the specifications (education . years
of experience. etc.) needed to perform those responsibilities. Attention to
minimum requirements to perform within a given profile was emphasized in
keeping within the practices of wage and hour regulations and EEO/Affirmative
Action Guidelines. The new profiles have been designed to provide for any
flexibility necessary to accommodate any changes within a position's key
responsibilities without the need to create a totally new job description. The
newly written position profiles were based on information provided by each staff
member and reviewed with the appropriate supervisors. Efforts were made to
negotiate differences between perceptions of key responsibilities and editorial
style.
The process included informational staff meetings for all employees where an
overview of the project was presented along with instruction for completing the
position profile questionnaire. Additional meetings were held upon request for
satellite agency directors, supervisors and employees needing clarification or
assistance. Newly written draft position profiles were then returned to each
employee for additional input and then returned to Bailey Consulting Group, Inc.
Following meetings to clarify decisions made. the final position profiles were
returned to staff.
'

CLASSIFICATION/COMPENSATION
Once the position profiles were completed research began on current market
data. Positions within the JWB personnel system were compared with positions
in organizations whose key responsibilities and specifications for positions
closely matched those determined during the first phase of this process. This
assured correct placement within the JWB personnel system. Strong

-4consideration was given to the budgetary constraints of the Juvenile Welfare
Board in creating a compensation plan that would reward the experience and
work of staff while being mindful of responsibility to both the children and
families served and constraints of the tax levy.
Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. contacted 13 organizations/agencies within the
greater Tampa Bay labor market (Attachment C) including the Pinellas County
School System, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services. cities of St.
Petersburg and Clearwater, JWB funded agencies and other organizations
whose position profiles were closely aligned with JWB's. Staff also provided
recommendations for agencies/organizations they felt reflected duties and
responsibilities of specific positions. As a large percentage of the
agencies/organizations contacted based their salaries on a 40-hour work week ,
adjustments were made to the salary information obtained to reflect the JWB 37
1/2 hour work week.
The positions were, in some cases. given new titles to more accurately reflect
the key responsibilities and placed in the newly proposed classification system
(Attachment A). This system provides nine pay grades with 46 positions. Over
95% (95.5%) of JWB employees will increase their growth potential within the
new system as the maximums within the pay ranges will be greater. No
employee salaries have decreased. Ten employees are at or above the
recommended pay ranges. None of those are above the range as a result of
this new plan; but are the result of either a Promotion-In-Grade or a Board
approved exception to the salary maximum in the Fiscal Year 1995·96 budget
process. The new plan proposes the incorporation of previously awarded
Promotions-In-Grade (PIG's) into an employee's salary base. The PIG plan will
be recommended for elimination. The plan anticipates freezing the salaries of
those employees over the maximum in their pay range until such point in the
future the maximums may be adjusted upward. These employees would
continue to be eligible for longevity and one-time-only performance bonuses
based on merit as well as other non-monetary incentives. Five employees fall
below the minimum salary in a particular classification and are being
recommended for a salary increase to the minimum of that range.
In design of the new plan it was also necessary to determine which employees
belonged in the •exempt" category and which belonged in the •non-exempt"
category as defined by The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (wage and hour
laws). The existing classification plan identified 116 employees as being
exempt ; and 65 employees as being •non·exempt" and therefore eligible for
ovenime pay when their duties required working beyond the 40-hour work
week. The new classification plan has now identified 102 employees as being
•non-exempt."
As this is an entirely new Salary and Classification plan, assignment within the
new system has been treated as not constituting a reclassification as defined in
the "JWB Personnel Practices" and does not warrant an increase unless
employees were identified as having current salaries that were below the
·
minimum for a specific range.

..

-sEMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The current annual employee evaluation is based on a form (Attachment D) that
asks the employee to list major responsibilities of the job, additional
responsibilities the employee thinks the job should have (or the employee would
like to have) and personal goals of the employee. A section is provided for the
supervisor to assess the employee, including any special projects undertaken
by the employee, as well as comments on the employee's performance.
Employee performance is measured in ten categories: Quality of Work, Quantity
of Work, Dependability, Public Contact/Appearance, Job Knowledge and Skills,
Initiative, Cooperation, Communication Skills-Oral and Written, Adaptability and
Attendance. Scores from 1 to 5 (5 being "Outstanding and 1 being
·unsatisfactory) are awarded in each of the categories. These scores are then
totaled and merit increases as well as one-time-only merit payments are
awarded based on how each employee ranks against all others.
The proposed Performance Appraisal and Development Plan (Attachment E) is
based on the accomplishment of clear1y defined tasks and the standards
expected for successful completion of those tasks. h allows for ongoing
revisions so that added responsibilities may be captured and evaluated as well
as continuing dialog between a supervisor and employee for timely feedback on
work projects and performance.
In keeping with the recommendation in the Performance Audit, each employee
will now be rated on his/her performance and not against the performance of
other employees. This system provides an opportunity for the supervisor and
employee to establish clear1y defined tasks based on the "key responsibilities"
in the position profile and the standards expected to achieve mutually agreed
upon goals. h provides a section for establishment of a work plan by both the
supervisor and employee for the upcoming year and the expectations for
performance. A section on "personal responsibility" will address expected
behavior of the employee in areas such as initiative. attendance. cooperation.
creativity. etc. as well organizational responsibility. Supervisors will now be
evaluated on their ability to effectively manage their departments/employees in
areas such as delegation, time management, leadership and planning.
There are three rating factors in the proposed plan. "Needs Improvement,"
"Meets Performance Standard," and "Exceeds Performance Standard."
Employees who exceed performance standards in several areas would be
eligible to receive variable merit increases added to their base salaries and onetime-only payments larger than those who achieve lower ratings. Non-monetary
incentives would also be incorporated into the plan to allow employees,
including those whose salaries have been frozen, to receive recognition for
performance that exceeded established standards. After receiving input from
staff on suggestions for non-monetary incentives. a recommended list will be
provided to the Board. Managers would have greater discretion in awarding
raises/non-monetary incentives and would be accountable for doing so in a
defensible manner. Training on the use of the new system will be provided to
supervisors and staff alike. Initial training will be followed up with additional
training through the September, 1996 agency-wide personnel evaluation .

-6-

Employees who are at or above the maximum in their classification would
continue to be eligible for one-time-only payments for exceeding performance
standards as they continue to make valuable contributions to the goals and
mission of JWB.

JWB PERSONNEL PRACTICES
The new salary and classification plan has necessitated ·changes to the
Personnel Policies. Areas to be changed include requests for reclassification,
the Promotion-In-Grade plan, performance evaluation system, incentives (as
may be necessary) and long,vity awards. To allow time for staff to review all
the Personnel Policies affected, these changes will be returned to the Board for
adoption at the May meeting.

Attachments:
Salary/Classification Plan (A)
Position Profile Form (B)
Organizations/Agencies Contacted for Salary Comparisons (C)
Current Employee Evaluation Form (D)
Proposed New Employee Evaluation Form (E)
Organizational Chart - JWB Administration (F)

Statf Resource Persons :

Watt Williams
Naomi Brooks
Amy Daly

.

\

.

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
Classification Systems

c

(Proposed)

PAY GRADE

POSITION TITLE

HOURLY RANGE

ANNUAL RANGE

Accounting Clerk
Administrative Specialist
Computer Operator
Family Support Worker
Library Specialist
Receptionist

8.20 - 11 .40

15,990.00 - 22,230 .00

II

Fiscal Clerk
Facilities Maintenance Worker
Program Support Specialist
Secretary - (dept. name)

9.25 - 13.20

18,083.50 - 25,740.00

Ill

Administrative Assistant
Child & Family Consultant
Fiscal Specialist
Fiscal Supervisor
Food Specialist
Licensing Specialist
Program Specialist
Provider Consultant

10.40 - 15.60

20.280.00 - 30 ,420.00

IV

Early Childhood Consultant
Fiscal Analyst
Librarian
Licensing Consultant
M & F Consultant
Program Supervisor

11 .90 - 18.75

23.205.00 - 36,562.50

v

Communications Specialist
Contract Manager
M & F Counselor
Office Administrator
Program Consultant
Systems Administrator

12.70 - 21 .00

24,765.00 - 40,950.00

VI

Executive Assistant
Senior Contract Manager
Senior M & F Counselor
Senior Program Consultant

14.10 - 23.50

27,495.00 - 45,825 .00

VII

Assistant Director - LB
Manager - (dept. name)

15.40 - 25.60

30,030.00 - 49 .920 .00

c

c

Itea III. A.
Attachaent A
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PAY GRADE

POSITION TITLE

HOURLY RANGE

VIII

Assistant Director - CCC
Special Assistant
Director - Training Center
Director - R & D Center
Director - M & F
Director - LB

18.20 - 31.90

35,490.00 - 62,205 .00

IX

Director- Strategic Comm.
Director - Community Initiatives
Director - Programs & Finance
Executive Director - CCC

21 .00- 35.00

40,950.00 - 68 ,250 .00

ANNUAL RANGE

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

ltea III. A
Attacbaent B

Position Profile
Position Title :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Agency/Dept.:.....- - - - - (current classification title)
Position Title :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(working title)
(name)
Position Title :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(proposed)
Reports To :__________________________________
(title)
Position Purpose :

C

Key Responsibilities :

Specifications :

c
Employee Signature

Supervisor Signature

-9-

Itea III. A.
Attachaent C

SALARY/CLASSIFICATION PLAN
ORGANIZATIONS/AGENCIES CONTACTED
BY BAILEY CONSULTING GROUP, INC.

1995-96 Tampa Bay Area Wage and Benefit Services
(97 firms participating In Tampa Bay)
1995-96 Wage and Salary Survey - West Coast Employers Association, Inc.
(248 firms participating In Tampa Bay)
Pinellas County
City of Clearwater
City of St. Petersburg

c

Pinellas County Schools
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
Children's Board of Hillsborough County
Directions for Mental Health
Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives
Family Resources
Family Service Centers
Gulf Coast Jewish Family and Mental Health Services
Operation PAR
Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health

c
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Ita III. A.
£ttac:baent D
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
EMPLOYEE EVALUATION FORM

E"l>loyee·s Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Job Title :. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Dept :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SECTION I - E~yee·s Assessment (To be completed by e"l>loyee}
1}

List the present major responsibilities of the job, in any order you wish:

2}

List additional responsibilities (if any), you think the job should have , or you would like it to have :

3)

List personal goals you might have . Is there any specific training or equipment you feel would help you do your
job bener?

c

SECTION II· Supervisor's AssessmerC (To be completed by Supervisor)

c
, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -13-

EXPLANATION OF RATINGS:
Ou"l.!lndjng : Regularfy and consistently meets and exceeds expectations tor satisfactory performance at a level and

in a manner superior to that of the employee's peers. (5 points)

Bruer than Satisfactou: Regularly and consistently meets and exceeds expectations for satisfactory performance.
(4po!Rs)
S.ti§faK:tou: Meets organizational and individualized expectations for employees in this job classification, assignment.
teoore. (3 po!Rs)

Nccctslmpmycmcnt: Does not consistently meet organizational and/or individualized expectations but demonstrates
capability to improve performance to a satisfactory level. (0 poinls)
Llnytjsl'acton: Regularfy fails to meet organizationaVor and individualized expectations for employees in this job
classification, assignment, tenure. (-1 points)

RATING FACTORS

·s

..

3

·o

._,

Ul'ALrn· Ot" WORt\- The completion of wo!i( in an accurate. presentable. neat.
thorough and efficient manner. The application of experience. knowledge and
judgment in a productive, problem solving manner to individual situations.
QliA NllD' OF WOLU~ - The generation of acceptable wo!i( at a rate consistent
with time available , working conditions. resources and schedules.
•.

au:rt:NDAUILIT)' -The completion of wo!i( in an independent. predictable fashion
in the time. manner and place expected .
PLIHLJC (;ONTACT/APPEARANCE- The representation of the agency to the public
in a positive. courteous and informative manner. The presentation of acceptable
personal habits. dress. and appearance appropriate to the employee·s job
assignment .
.LQH KNOWLEPGE AND SKILLS - The possession and application of education,
experience . and knowledge necessary to complete assigned tasks. Identity specific
training planned and completed.
INITIATIVE- The voluntary. individual efforts of the employee to identify and
implement in a creative, seH-reliant fashion appropriate new problem solving
techniques, improved wo!i( practices. and/or increased responsibilities.
coort:RATION - The demonstrated willingness and capability of the employee to
positively relate to the agency's mission, their job assignment, and other employees.
The acceptance of the necess~y for shared efforts to accomplish agency objectives.
CQMMLl~JCATIQ~ SKILLS· ORAL A~P »:BillE~- The accurate and concise
verbal or written transmission of information, analyses or ideas.

ADAPTABILIT\'- The willingness and capability of the employee to accommodate
changes in wo!1(1oads. schedules, and priorities with minimal disruption of
productivity and the wo!i( environment .
AITENPANCE - The compliance of the employee with agency policies and
procedures related to absences and established wo!i(ing hours.

:)

rm·ALS -

·explanation required.

TOTAL POINTS

List any SPECIAL PROJECTS which the employee has undertaken. Were they successfully completed?

Supervisor's comments on e~loyee ·s performance : (Areas of strength: areas for i~rovement)

Recommended merit adjustment :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Supervisor's Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oate·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E~loyee ·s

comments:

1have seen and discussed my evaluation with my supervisor. My signature does not necessarily signify agreement in
the above rating.

Eq)loyee's Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oate_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E~sS~Ndu~-------------~-----Dme_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
t 'OR LISE 8\' rt:RSONNEL

Date Received. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Action Taken. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JEM!ng
8/91
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Item III. A.
Attachment E
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

NAME:

DATE:

Review Period: From:

To:

Development Plan For:

Job Title:
•Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(Ftom Po.~m Ptofii•J

o.termina how INUits wil 1» ,.,auted (~ Wltilg PerfortfiMioe

Results: Needs Improvement o

sandsrdsJ

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

•Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(Ftom Poaition PtofileJ

Determines how reaults will be meuuted (SH Writing Performance Standards)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

•Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(Ftom Position PtofileJ

Determines how INUits will be meaurecJ (S.. Writing Perform11n011 ~)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

-17-

Exceeds Performance Standard o

-Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From Position Profile)

O.tsm~ines how rNUit8 wiR be m...ured (SH Writing PerfofTM!t(» SWndards)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

-Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From Pt»ition Profile)

O.tsm1ines how tNUit8 will be m...ured (SH Writing PerfofTM!t(» Standarr:Js)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

•Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From P051tion Profile)

O.tem1ines how result8 wiD be m...ured (SH Writing Performai"K» Stsndarr:Js)

Results: Needs Improvement o
Comments/Plan:

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

.Personal Responsibility:
jtandard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

.Personal Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

c
.Personal Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

.Personal Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:
-19-

-organizational Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

-organizational Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

OVERALL RESULTS:
Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standards o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Position Profile has been reviewed and discussed:

Yes

o

No o

Necessary changes have been submitted:

Yes

o

No o

Summary of Development Plan: (See attached)

Additional Supervisor's .Comments:

Employee Comments:

Employee's S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date:._ _ _ __

Supervisor's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

Reviewer's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

Human Resource Department Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Date:_ _ _ __

SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN

____________ to____________

~------~-----------------------------From

C

Name

c

Employee's Signature

Date

Supervisor's Signature

Date

-21-

SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

c
NAME:

Review Period: From:

DATE:

To:

Development Plan For:

Job Title:
Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Per1ormance Standard o

Exceeds Per1ormance Standard o

Meets Per1ormance Standard o

Exceeds Per1ormance Standard o

Meets Per1ormance Standard o

Exceeds Per1ormance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o
Comments/Plan:

Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o
Comments/Plan:

-23

Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o
CommentsfPian:

Summary of Plan:

Employee's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

Supervisor's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ __

Reviewer's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

Human Resource Department Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

STAFF DEVELOPMENT PLAN
=mployee Comments to be Completed and Returned to Supervisor bY,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:;___ _

)

Name____________________________ DMe________
Job ntle._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Dept. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What were your major achievements this past year?

II

Developmental Goals:

What actions are you taking to achieve these goals? What can we do to help you achieve
these goals?

Ill

What are your main job-related strengths?

What areas of your performance need Improvement?

-25

Page2
V

What additional sklllslknowledge or training would help you perform your present job
more effectively?

VI

What could your supervisor or this organization do to help you perform your job more
·
effectively?

VII

Do you have any questions about what's expected of you on this job? What areas are
unclear?

VIII

List subjects you would like to discuss during your Interview feedback session.

Employee's Signature

Supervisor's Signature
Date Received

..
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(a) Judge(s) of the Circuit Court, Juvenile Division
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(c) Superintendent of Public Inslnlction
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Action

c

Item II.B.
Regular Meeting 5/09/96

TO:
FROM:

Requested Action
The Children's Home has been funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board since
October 1980 to provide residential treatment for dependent, neglected, abused, and
emotionally disturbed children. For FY 1995-96, the Children's Home is allocated
$123,351 by the Juvenile Welfare Board to provide this service. The Children's Home
is requesting that the Board approve a change in program methodology and allow that
organization to utilize JWB funding to provide a school support team in three Pinellas
County elementary schools, Palm Harbor, Safety Harbor, and Oldsmar. The School
Support Team will provide services to 36 children and their families to assist them in
functioning successfully and independently in school and in the community. In
addition to the current level of JWB funding ($123,351), the Children's Home is
requesting an on-going contingency allocation of $6,633 to provide these new
services.

c

There are currently two children funded by JWB in the Residential program at this
time. One child will be transitioned from JWB funding beginning October 1, 1996.
The other child cannot be transitioned from JWB funding until January 1997.
It is, therefore, requested that JWB continue funding for one child from October 1st
through January 1997 at the current per diem rate of $106.53 for a total $13,103

Options
1. a. Approve a change in program methodology to the Children's Home from
the current residential treatment program for dependent, neglected,
abused, and emotionally disturbed children to a school support team for
elementary students and their families.
b. Allocate an additional $6,633 (annualized) to the Children's Home for the
school support team program from the on-going contingency fund.
c. Budget $13,1 03 in the Transitional Funds-Allocated section of the FY
1996-97 Proposed Adminstration and Program Budget to cover the cost
of care in residential treatment for one child from October 1, 1996,
through January, 1997.
2. a. Approve a change in program methodology to the Children's Home from
the current residential treatment program for dependent, neglected,
abused, and emotionally disturbed children to a school support team for
elementary students and their families.
b. Budget $13,103 in the Transitional Funds-Allocated section of the FY

1D96-97 Proposed Adminstration and Program Budget to cover the cost
of care in residential treatment for one child from October 1, 1996,
through January, 1997.

3. Approve a change in program methodology to the Children's Home from the
current residential treatment program for dependent, neglected, abused,
and emotionally disturbed children to a school support team for
elementary students and their families only with no additional allocation
of funds.
4. Deny the request.
5. Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1. a. Approve a change In program methodology to the Children's Home
from the current residential treatment program for dependent,
neglected, abused, and emotionally disturbed children to a school
support team for elementary students and their families.
b. Allocate an additional $6,633 {annualized} to the Children's Horne for
the school support team program from the on-going contingency
fund.
c. Budget $13,1031n the Transitional Funds-Allocated section of the FY
1996-97 Proposed Admlnstratlon and Program Budget to cover the
cost of care In residential treatment for one child from October 1,
1996, through January, 1997.

Source of JWB Funds
The FY 1996-97 Proposed Administration and Program budget will contain
$123,351 in the Continuation Funding budget, $6,633 from the On-going Contingency
Fund, Non-Operating budget, and $13,103 in the Transitional-Allocated program
budget.

Fiscal Impact
All dollars will be budgeted in the FY 1996-97 Proposed Administration and
Program Budget to be presented to the Board in June, 1996.

Narrative
In light of the continuing emphasis of JWB on family support, community-based
programs as well as the current strategic planning process, The Children's Home staff
contacted JWB in November, 1995, concerning the possibility of •redirecting• their
JWB allocation into a new type of program more in concert with JWB priorities. The
Children's Home has been operating a similar Family and School Support Team
(FAST)since October 1, 1995, for elementary schools in the Town n' Country area of
2

Tampa. 'fhat program as well as some components from the Children's Home, Family
Preservation Project (FPP)became the basis of a proposal for the Pinellas School
Support Team (PSST). The FAST program was a collaborative effort between the
Children's Home and the Hillsborough County School District to respond to an
identified need for more family support, counseling/case management, and school
involvement. The program responds to identified needs by providing services to help
stabilize the child and family in order for the child to succeed in school. The FPP,
while attempting to maintain children in the home rather than placing them in
alternative care, is especially designed to assist families with children 12 years of age
and younger.
The Children's Home is proposing a family support program for children and families in
three elementary schools in Pinellas County beginning in August 1996. The Pinellas
School Support Team will be a multi-disciplinary group comprised of school,
community, and family representatives. The primary goal of the team will be to assist
families in functioning successfully and independently at school and in the community.
The guiding principles of the program are:
*Children and families are unique, requiring individualized interventions
*Families must be involved at all levels of planning for their children
*The system of care must be delivered at school, in the community, and at the
consumers' home.
*Services must be conducive for the family to identify and use in a timely
manner
*Families should receive services when needed
Activities to be provided by the PSST include case management, mentoring,
assessment, in-home supportive services, behavior management training, and, when
appropriate psychological assessment/psychiatric consultation. Activities will be
conducted in school, in the community, and at home during flexible hours, with
evening activities available.
JWB staff coordinated several meetings between The Children's Home and the
Student Services staff of the Pinellas County School District (including District staff
representing guidance, psychology, and social work staff) between December, 1995,
and March, 1996. School District staff attended a FAST staffing held at the Children's
Home and engaged the participation of the principals of Palm Harbor Elementary,
Safety Harbor Elementary, and Oldsmar Elementary schools. The principals,
met the Children's Home staff along with JWB and School District staff and have
agreed that the program would benefit the children and families attending those
schools. An Interagency Agreement has been developed (Attachment A) and has
been signed by the three principals and the Children's Home staff.
If approved the program will start when school begins in August 1995. The Children's
Home will be able to use funds lapsed during the current fiscal year to operate during
August and September, 1996. A total of $129,984 is requested for the Pinellas School
Support Team for FY 1996-97. In addition to redirecting the $123,351 allocated for
residential services, the Children's Home will need an additional $6,633 to operate the
Pinellas School Support Initiative. It is recommended that this additional allocation be
made from the On-going Contingency fund. The Children's Home Residential
Treatment Program has had several funding adjustments of JWB funds since FY
3

1992-93 During FY 1992-93, the program funding was reduced by $12,877
representing a 1Oo/o reduction in residential care for that Budget year. In FY 1993-94,
the program received a 3o/o cost of living increase from $119,758 to $123,351. The
program has not received cost of living adjustments since that time. Had the program
not been a residential program, the Children's Home would have received an
additional $14,279 of JWB funding since FY 1992-93. Because the program is
requesting to redirect funds from a residential program, on the •deep-end• of the
prevention continuum to a family support program providing early intervention, it is
recommended that the program be allocated the additional $6,633 requested from the
On-going Contingency fund.

The Children's Home currently has·two children in residential care being funded by
JWB. Arrangements have been made to transition one child by October 1, 1996;
however, funding for the second child will be necessary through January 1997. It is
recommended that $13,103, the cost to fund one residential slot from October 1, 1996
through January 1997, be budgeted in the Transitional Funds-Allocated for the
Children's Home in the FY 1996-97 Proposed Administration and Program Budget.
This allocation would be made with Fund Balance dollars on a one-time-only basis.

4

ATTACHMENT A

.

c
Interagency Partnership Agreement
Schoo 1 success is, by most measures, predicated by the ab i 1 it y of he a 1t hy
chi 1d ren who are prepared ear 1 y on to accept the cha 11 enges of 1earning.
School success, specifically in the numbers/percentage of school age children
with demonstrated successful school achievement as a result of family
support, is a priority in our school system.
The accomplishment of this goal requires a cooperation, collaboration and
sharing of information among many agencies and organizations.
And
furtherance of this goal, there is the establishment of the Pinellas School
Support Team through the Children's Home Community Counseling Services office
which will provide services to students and their families in Oldsmar, Safety
Harbor and Palm Harbor Elementary Schools who are experiencing behavioral and
academic difficulties.
Through these services, the students will demonstrate successful school
achievement. The following members of this interagency partnership agree to
cooperatively implement the program and are committed to the following roles
and responsibilities:
Oldsmar, Safety Harbor and Palm Harbor Elementary Schools: Oldsmar, Safety
Harbor and Palm Harbor Elementary Schools agree to provide liaison personnel
to attend Pinellas School Support Team Staffings.
The designated 1 iaison
will be at the discretion of each individual school. In addition, if a
teacher or a designee is the referring agent, they will also attend the
staffing.
The schools will provide space for the staffings on a rotating
basis. Each school will also provide statistical information to the support
team through their annual school report as well as providing report cards and
any other additional information needed to determine school success .
Pinellas County School District:
The school district will provide office
space, at no charge, to the Pinellas School Support Team.
The Pinellas School Support Team: The team will coordinate all referrals and
applications from the schools to the program. Based on the service plan
developed, the support team will provide family and student support services
including office or in-home family therapy, mentoring services and referrals
for psycho 1o g i c a 1 t est i n g . The c 1 i n i c a 1 case man age r of t he t e am wi 1 1 be
responsible for reporting back to the designated school team liaison progress
with the family and student.
Community Counseling Services a Program of the Children's Home Inc.:
Community Counseling Services will provide overall program management of the
Pinellas School Support Team and consultation services to both the designated
· chool liaison and team members as needed.

...

Interagency Partnership Agreement

All partners to this agreement are committed to the success of the program.
This
agreement
is
made
and
entered
into
on
by the following parties.

Oldsmar Elementary School

Safety Harbor Elementary School

Palm Harbor Elementary School

Program Manager

Executive Director
Children's Home Inc.

Item II.C
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

,' Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Stephanie Judd, Dlr.ctor of Prog~ &

Dlrecta("(\~ _l\~

Finan~A~

Requested Action
Approve eight (B) New and Expanded funding requests for a total amount of $46,215.
The FY 95-96 budget contains $120,000 for 12 months of new and expanded program funding.
Since the request for proposals for these funds was not released until March of 1996 with a
start-up date of May of 1996, in effect this fund was reduced to $50,000 {5 months of funding).
The annualized amount remains at $120,000.

Options
1. Approve the eight recommended New and Expanded funding requests in the amount of
$46,21 5 ($92,341 annualized) for the period from May 9, 1996 through September 30, 1996.
2. Do not allocate New and Expanded funds for FY 95-96.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. t/lrove the eight recommended New and Expanded funding requests In the amount
of
,215 ($12,341 annualized} for the period from May e. 166 through September 30,

1196.

Source of JWB Funds
The FY 95-96 budget includes $120,000 for New and Expanded Funding in Other Program
Funds Unallocated.

Fiscal Impact
Approval of staff's recommendation would reduce the balance in New and Expanded to
$73,785.
/

Narrative______________________________________________________
The New and Expanded Funds budgeted for FY 95-96 were available on a competitive basis.
The purpose of this fund was to provide pr~rams currently receiving JWB continuation
funding an opportuniW to add capacity-building capabilities or components to their programs.
•capacity-building adJunct components or capabilities• were defined as any additional
organizational or staff capacity or activity that increases a program's scope and ability to better
serve those individuals and families currently receiving services. These funds were intended
to further develop existing programs to meet challenges facing current program participants.
These funds were not intended to be used to increase the numbers served, but rather to
change the program's operational components or capacity to make the program more

resp~nsive to the needs of current P.articipants and the community. Examples of some uses
for th1s fu ••d would be to rent space 1n the community to provide better program accessibility or
overcome tr~nsportati.on difficulties faced by current program participants; adding
paraprofess1ona.l serv1ces for current consumers; adding wrap-around funds to an existing
program to prov1de currently unmet tangible consumer needs; expanding the inclusiveness of
the services already delivered; or providing resources to develop and support consumer
groups.

Agencies were encouraged to submit proposals that would use these funds to:
- assist individuals and families to build upon their assets and competencies;
- assist consumers to become more productive, contributing members of society;
- utilize natural activities and affiliations by involving community partners;
- provide an array of activities, facilities or events not currentlf offered;
- Increase parental awareness of the developmental needs o children and youth;
-positively respond to and build upon the cultural diversity of current program
consumers;
-enhance a holistic approach to working with individuals and families;
- reduce barriers to individual or family self-sufficiency;
-focus on prevention and early intervention;
-increase program flexibility, inclusiveness and effectiveness;
-create support networks for families; or
- implement youth development principles, family support and/or neighborhood family
center principles.
Currently funded lntergenerational and Youth Development programs funded for one year only,
and currently funded research and demonstration programs were not eligible to applY.. Letters
were mailed to all eli~ible agencies on February 28th advising them of the funds available and a
legal notice was published in the March 3rd edition of the St. Petersburg Times. Complete
application packets were available for pick up beginning at 3:00p.m., March 4th. A Bidders'
Conference was held March 12th at 10:00 a.m. The deadline for proposals was April12, 1996.
Twenty-three (23) proposals requesting a total of $203,128 were received and reviewed. One
additional ineligible proposal was submitted by an intergenerational time-limited program and
was not considered. The eligible proposals were evaluated by a team of four (4) staff members
from the Programs and Finance and Community Planning and Development Departments. The
rating sheet and criteria used for this process had been included in the application packet that
was picked up by all potential applicants.
The staff review committee rated the proposals individually and collectively. The committee
recommends eight (8) of the proposals for funding.
Fifteen (15) of the proposals received scores of less than 50%. The primary reason for low
scores was that the proposals did not meet the guidelines for capacity-building (improving a
program's scope and ability to serve individuals and families currently receiving services). For
the most part, the 15 proposals not recommended for funding sought to increase staff, reduce
waiting lists or expand services. While these requests had merit, they do not meet the intent of
this year's New and Expanded Request for Proposals.
A brief description of the eight (8) proposals recommended for funding follows.
1. United Methodist Cooperative Ministries - Southeast Asian Christian Ministries and
Preschool - requests $2,265 ($5,436 annualized) to provide currently served families with an
improved English literacy skill program, monthly parenting newsletters in their native languages
and better access to ,ranslator advocates•. Vanous collaborators are involved in this project.
Norwood Baptist Church- Asian Mission, which is centrally located for the Asian population, will
provide classroom space and utilities for tutor training and for tutor instruction of parents. The
St. Petersburg Central Ubrary will also provide space for tutoring. A local translator has agreed
to translate the monthly parenting newsletter at a reduced cost. lnterpreters (who will actually
2

accompary families to appointments as necessary) will be drawn from various Asian American
Assoclat!·.,ns as well as previous pre-school parents who have continued their education.
This proposal seeks to be more responsive to Southeast Asian parents by providing more
opportunities for empowerment. The program will provide 16 hours of initial training and various
in-service trainings throughout the year to 14 volunteer tutors who will then provide
individualized weekly tutoring sess1ons to 14 parents of children currently attending .the
preschool. With increased literacy skills, the parents' need for interpreting services will
decrease. During the interim, however, the program will provide interpreters as needed. The
parenting newsletter would be incorporated into the program's current preschool newsletter
which outlines the school schedule and activities. Articles would be gathered from various
sources and would specifically address issues and skills related to cultural differences.
The Southeast Asian Christian Ministries preschool's capacity is 26 children. Most of the
families have two parents present in the home and more than one child. Therefore, this
component will serve a minimum of 71 people (26 children and 45 parents).
2. Hospice- Child and Family Support Program- requests $6,974 to provide conference
facilities, mailin~s and program materials necessary to host a two day family retreat for 15
families with children ages 3 and older who are adjusting to the recent death of a parent.
Suncoast Hospital is a collaborator in this project. Specifically, Suncoast Hospital has agreed:
1) to provide at least three (3) staff to help plan the retreat; 2) to participate in establishing
eligibility criteria for participation; 3) to be involved in the process of selecting families for
participation; and 4) to provide six (6) staff and two (2) volunteers to attend the week-end
retreat. Hospice has agree to the same commitments of staff time and resources.
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The retreat will focus on mobilizing families to use their strenQths and assets to cope with crisis.
The retreat will offer activities that are both fun and therapeutiC and designed to: 1) provide
families with a forum to share their loss and redefine themselves as a family; and 2) form an
extended network of support within the community for families who are struggling with similar
adjustments.
The amount of funding requested is for one annual event. Therefore, the annualized amount is
the same as this year's request- $6,974.
3. Creativity in Child Care - Exceptional Student Scholarship Program - requests $7,179
($17,230 annualized) to provide a parent liaison at Paul B. Stephens and Nina Harris to

encourage and coordinate pro-active parent involvement in identification of needs and the
outgrowth of support systems. Joining, Uniting, Linking, Extending (JULE) Family Services is a
collaborator in this proJect. Specificalfy, JULE has agreed to assign a specific contact person to
serve as a link with the Support Group Alliance (a committee of community-based support group
leaders who meet quarterly). This group will in turn become a source for service referrals and
community networking opportunities. JULE has also agreed to provide space in their
newsletters (which reach 20,000 parents of children with special needs) to publicize the
program's efforts and progress, as well as encoura~e additional linkages and networking. JULE
has also agreed to collaborate with Creativity in Ch1ld Care in the development of training
programs for child care providers and specialized child care programs.
Primary goals of this project are: 1) to increase services within the community; 2) to connect
parents with each other through the development of a peer support network; 3) to use parents
as trainers on key issues; and 4) to identify resources within the larger community to support
the parents in their feelings of competency.
At a minimum, this component will serve the program's current participants which includes 76
families consisting of 131 parents and n children.
4. Florida Parent Child Center- Parent & Child Trusting Teaching Program - requests $5,000
($12,000 annualized) to offer 100 youth (50 youth every six montfls) additional opportunities for
positive social interaction with adults and other youth through structured basketball activities
combined with guidance, support and counseling. Every K1d Is a Star Basketball Foundation

an~ the University of South Flori9S (U~F) - ~· Petersburg campus are collaborators in this
project. "Ple Basketball Foundat1on Will prov1de four (4) weeks of free professional services of
its foun~r. Tommy •cochise• Brown, a former Harlem Globe-trotter. Mr. Brown has also
agreed to. provide additional services for $400/month. USF has agreed to donate gymnasium
spa~ at its St. Petersburg campus (valued at ~0/~onth) for weekly basketball activities. In
addition, several local vendors and restaurants 1nclud1ng Eagle Snacks, Hooters and Pizza Hut,
have pledged commitments of food and snacks for the program participants.

The primary goal of this program is to provide activities desi~ned to provide positive learning
and self-development opportunities to youth and minorities hving in densely populated areas
with limited income, in a safe and supervised environment. Funds will be used to solidify
contracts with positive adult role models who are culturally sensitive, and to provide
transportation and cover insurance costs related to involving youth and their families in these
activities.
5. Operation Par· Beta Program - requests $4,060 to provide an arts and cultural enrichment
component for 15 youth enrolled in the summer program and their parents. Local volunteer
artists and musicians are collaborating in this project by donating their time and expertise to
provide weekly hands-on art workshops in participants homes and at the Beta Center.
This component will consist of a presentation on the history of the arts, hands-on art and music
workshops, a summer art exhibit and an outing for youth and their parents to a local cultural
event or museum. These activities will take place at the Beta Center, in participants' homes and
throughout the community. •tn addition to providing youth with first hand experience with the
arts and cultural activities, this component will also develop self-esteem and positive identity
among youth at-risk and will provide youth and their parents enjoyable opportunities for open
communication through positive interaction.•
Since this proposal seeks funds for an annual summer event, the annualized cost is the same
as the requested amount of $4,060.
6. Personal Enrichment through Mental Health (PEMHS) - Intensive Adolescent Day Treatment
Program- requests $4,299 to add a multi-family activity component consisting of group therapy,
luncn and a leisure activity during the summer months for current participants and their families.
PEMHS will seek contributions from local benefactors for items such as free or reduced
admissions to local parks, theaters and sporting events, as well as monetary donations to
purchase these items.
Specifically this project will enable 15 current program participants and their parents to meet one
Saturday per month from June through September for approximately five hours. This number
represents approximately 75% of the program participants and was determined as the result of
a parent survey to determine how many parents are interested in such an activity and would
attend.
Since the agency is requesting funds for an annual summer component, the annualized amount
is the same as this year's request for $4,299.
7. Family Service Center- requests $13,918 ($34,854 annualized) for salary, fringe and travel
to support a BSW client advocate to assist the Center to develop and implement a case
management model to augment the agency's counselin~ expertise in all of its programs. A
primary purpose of this project is to develop and mainta1n community partnerships.
This component will assist Family Service Center to move from a clinical treatment methodology
to one based on empowerment; as well as to adjust their traditional family-centered counseling
approach to one that views mutually involved citizens as the ultimate healing resource. This
component will further assist staff to better collaborate with families in establishing goals that no
only affect the families but also their communities; and to adopt holistic, ecological approaches
to facilitating family involvement with community resources.
Family Service Center estimates that this component will serve 675 families per year.
4
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8. United ~rebral Palsy- Child Care Outreach Program- requests $2,520 ($7,488 annualized)
to provid~ part-time aides to assist three children who have more involved physical conditions to
be mainstreamed into child care centers. Three child care centers (The Growing Tree, First
United Methodist Church Preschool and Gingerbread - Azalea) are collaborators in this project
and have agreed to mainstream the special needs children into their programs.
This component will initially allow three physically involved pre-school children who are currently
served by the program to be main streamed into child care cente~ with the help of an individual
aide who will spend 2-4 hours in the classroom helping each child fully participate in the
activities. Not only will this encourage the three children to have a sense of belonging and
possibly prevent other secondary problems such as social delays and poor self-concept, it will
also provide their parents with some respite. Once the child has established a daily routine, the
centers have agreed to utilize their own staff to facilitate the child's continued involvement.
Hence, three more children will then be able to be mainstreamed usin~ the aides funded by this
component. Overall, It is projected that this component will serve a m1nimum of 6- 9 children
per year.
JWB's Research and, Development Center will work with all of the programs that are funded to
determine the outcomes of their improved capacities. ·
The attachments that accompany this memo are included to provide an overview of the 23
requests received and staff's recommendations.

Staff Resource Persons:

Lynn Hildebrand
Jean Davies
Cassandra Williams

c
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AlTACHMENT A

NEW A: EXPANDED REQUESTS - APRIL. 1996

PROGRAM SUMMARY RlR 1110SE NOT RECOMMENDED RlR RJNDING

AGENCY/PROGRAM

SUMMARY OF REQUEST

Big Brothers/Big Sisters One to One Match

Requested funds for a part-time staff person to wolk with matches of children HIV infeded
or affected.

Brookwood - A Young Women's Residence

Requested funds to pay tor 5 hours of tutoring/Week@ $40/hr for 20 & 112 wks.

Ervin's All American Youth Club

Requested funds for a 3 daylwk senior food delivery program tn N Greenwood.

Exchange Center ~ Parenl Aide Program

Requested funds for partial salary. fringe & expenses for a person to work with volunteers.

Fanily Resources, Inc.- HELPLINE

Requested funds for a youth volunteer coordinator. a Teen Tape Program &3 phone lnes.

Girls, Inc. - Individual Services

Requested funds to hire an additional tul-time coordinator.

Gulcoast Comroonity Care - Adult Mentoring Prog

Requested funds tor staff. stipends & travel for a peer tutoring program.

Operation Par - Adolescent Residential Cenler

Requested funds for a sexual abuse counselor to wolk with females & to buy canoes & lfe
jackets tor a wilderness experience.

PPIC - Youthbuilders Clearwater

Requested funds tor salary. fringe & operating costs to recruit youth for FY 96-97.

Pinellas Village, Inc.

Requested funds to support the housing coordnator position.

Religious ConmJnity Services - The Haven

Requested funds for salary. fringe & operating costs ol a part-time youth advocate.

I
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Resource Center for Women - SMART

Requested funds to partial y fund salary, fringe & travel for a coordinator.

Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health
Total Fanily Strategy

Requested additional wrap-around funds.

Suncoast Child Protection Team

Requested funds to partially fund a second social worker.

YWCA of TaOl)CI Bay
Adolescent Pregnancy & Parenting

Requested funds to hire a tul-time coordinator for a Fatherhood Development
component.

'

I
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ATTACHMENT B
NBW AND BXPANDBD PROPOSALS RBVIBW

(Possible Score: 44 points)

37/84%

United Methodist
Cooperative Ministries

Southeast Asian Christian
Ministries & Preschool

$2,265

36.5/83%

Hospice

Child & Family Support

$6,974

34/77%

Creativity in Child Care

Exceptional Student
Scholarship

$7,179

33.25/76%

Operation PAR

Beta

$4,060

33.25176%

Florida Parent Child Center

Parent & Child Trusting
Teaching

$5,000

28.75/65%

Personal Enrichment Through
Mental Health Services

Intensive Adolescent Day
Treatment

$4,299

.25/62%

United Cerebral Palsy

Childcare Outreach

$2,520

26.25/60%

Family Service Center

Marriage & Family
Counseling

18.5/42%

Suncoast Center for Community
Mental Health

Total Family Strategy

18.5/42%

Family Resources, Inc.

HELPLINE

$26,785

17/39%

Suncoast Child Protection Team

Medical Foster Horne

$12,698

17 / 39%

Big Brothers/Sisters

One to One Match

$5,209

16 . 75 / 38%

Operation PAR

Adolescent Residential
Center

$6,466

16.25/37%

Religious Community Services

The Haven

$5,188

16.25/37%

Girls Inc.

Individual Services

15.75/36%

Ervin's All American Youth
Club

Support Services

$8,477

15.25/35%

Brookwood

Young Women's Residence

$4,100

14.75/34\

Resource Center for Women

SMART

$9,713

14.75/34%

Exchange Center

Parent Aide

$5,272

13.75/31%

YWCA of Tampa Bay

Adolescent Pregnancy &
Parenting

13.75 / 31%

Gulfcoast Community Care

Adult Mentoring Children

$7,452

12.5/28%

Pinellas Village, Inc.

Family Services

$7,432

9.75/22%

Pinellas Private Industry
Council

Youthbuilders Clearwater

·~ 7

$131 918

$8,333

$13,367

$21,401

$15,020

..
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Item II.D
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

Action

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, co'n{}n~nlty Services tt4
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Community Planning and Development

Dlrecto~~

~

~
.

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board approved funding for four neighborhood family centers
on July 13, 1995. The Board is requested to act on the staff recommendation
regarding release of enhancement dollars that had been set aside for the four
centers to access after a year of operation.

Options
1.

Authorize funding for enhancement dollars for the four centers as follows for a
total of $14,280 for three months of FY 1995-96 ($62,217 annualized).

Asian F.A.C.E. Center
FOCUSED
Foundation Village
Garden Villas
Total

Three Months
$5,306
$2,231
$6,743*

0
$14,280

Annualized
$21,226
$ 8,924
$22,972
$ 9.095
$62,217

2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.
*Includes $1,000 one-time-only expense.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize funding for enhancement dollars for the four centers as follows
for a total of $14,280 for three months of FY 1995-96 ($62,217 annualized).

Asian F.A.C.E. Center
FOCUSED
Foundation VIllage
Garden VIllas
Total

Three Months
$5,306
$2,231
$6,743*

0
$14,280
1

Annualized
$21,226
$ 8,924
$22,972
$9.095
$62,217

..
source of JWB Funds
FY 95-96 Referendum Implementation Budget <second half mil>.

Fiscal Impact
Option 1 (recommended}:
The neighborhood family centers funded in July of 1995 utilized a total of $337,783
(annualized} of the $400,000 budgeted for that year, leaving a balance of $62,217.
This balance was set aside to be allocated after one year of operation as
enhancement dollars.
Neighborhood family centers are funded from several categories, namely
Specialized Child Care (12%), Substance Abuse Prevention (11%}, Early
Intervention (21%}, Maternal and Child Health (16%}, lntergenerational (6%} , and
Neighborhood/Community Development (34%). The amount of funds available in
each of these categories would be reduced as follows:

Fiscal year 1995-96:

Amount Recommended

Specialized Child Care

$ 1,713.00

($ 7,466

annualized}

Substance Abuse Prevention

$ 1,571.00

($ 6,844

annualized)

Early Intervention

$2,999.00

($13,065

annualized}

Maternal and Child Health

$2,285.00

($ 9,955

annualized)

lntergenerational

$

857.00

($ 3,733

annualized)

Neighborhood/Community

$4,855.00

($21,154

annualized}

Total

$14,280.00

($62,217.00

annualized>

Narrative
In December of 1992 the Juvenile Welfare Board established as a 1996 goal the
implementation of seven Neighborhood Family Centers, which are a part of its
family support approach to serving the children and families of Pinellas County.
Eight centers have been established. In July of 1995, four of the eight centers
were funded for a total of $337,783 (annualized), leaving $62,217 of the $400,000
for neighborhood family centers to be allocated as enhancement dollars after one
year of operation.
2

The purpose of setting aside a portion of the dollars was to enable the centers to
gain the perspective of having been up and running and thus have a better idea,
through experience, of what some of their needs might be. This has been borne
out in the centers' applications for the enhancement dollars.
In March 1996, the four NFC's funded in August of 1995 were informed of the
availability of enhancement dollars totaling $15,554 (three months of FY 1995-96)
resulting in $62,217 (annualized) as of July 1, 1996. A question and answer
workshop was held on April 2, 1996 regarding the application process.
The JWB staff NFC team developed the proposed recommendation for allocating
enhancement dollars to the four NFC's funded in July of 1995.
Criteria for evaluation were:

1.
2.

c

3.
4.

Needs must be linked to delivery of the core services.
The center must show they are on track toward full implementation of the
programs it has begun.
The center must describe the alternatives explored to meet the need in
terms of use of other resources, collaborative arrangements, volunteers,
other funding sources, etc.
Relevancy of the identified need(s) to the center's proposal.

The total amount requested was $28,411 (three months) and $109,644
(annualized) .
The total amount recommended by staff is $14,280 (three months) and $62,217
(annualized) .

Foundation VIllage - Community Services Foundation
Request:

$6,743 (three months)

$22,972 (annualized)

For staff salary increases; rent and utilities for expansion to additional apartment
unit next door to existing center; additional operating supplies, educational
materials, and nutrition; and capital expense for construction of door between
apartment units.
Justification (from application):
These enhancements would enable the center to accommodate the overwhelming
response from the neighborhood (including the neighborhood outside the
apartment complex itself) to the center's programs, particular1y the children's afterschool program.
3

Staff analysis:
Participation in this center has grown rapidly, both by residents of the Foundation
Village apartment complex and by residents of the surrounding neighborhood. The
center is on track toward full implementation and these dollars will enable it to
respond to its neighborhood's enthusiastic affirmation of what it has to offer. The
expansion into the next apartment is needed primarily to accommodate the
children's after-school program, the center's most popular program. For safety
reasons, it is important to ensure easy and quick access from one part of the
center to the other. The salary increases are for the Project Coordinator and the
Center Supervisor, both of whose duties and skills have expanded significantly
since the inception of the center.
Recommendation: $6,743
As requested.

(three months)

$22,972 (annualized)

Family Outreach Center Uniting Services to Empower the Deaf (FOCUSED)
Request:

$2,231 (three months)

$8,924 (annualized)

For health & life insurance for one employee; equipment repair and maintenance
for new donated copier; materials for new library: office supplies, subscriptions,
books, dues & memberships; and contractual services for preventive mental health
counseling and infant/toddler water safety instruction.
Justification (from application):
The first two items are needed because of changes that have occurred: a large
copier was donated and one employee's husband changed employment, resulting
in loss of her insurance. The library materials are needed in order to respond
adequately to the •overwhelming" interest that has been shown by participants in
this resource for unique and educational materials. The water safety program has
also exceeded expectations in terms of interest. Culture-specific preventive mental
health counseling has proven to be more effective in meeting the unique needs of
this population than local counseling services with an interpreter. This counseling
is also needed to enable families to wor1< toward achievable goals as opposed to
waiting until families are in crisis.
Staff analysis:
This request would enable FOCUSED to better meet needs that have become
apparent since opening their center. The team concurs with their statement of
need.
4

Recommendation: $2,231 (three months)
As requested.

$8,924 (annualized)

Garden Villas- Operation PAR
Request:

$15,536 (annualized)

$ 3,884 (three months)

For salary and fringe for two part-time outreach wori<ers, additional operating
supplies, and administrative cost.
Justification (from application):
Outreach wori<ers are needed to enhance the center's ability to involve the
community and meet the needs of its families. The initial plan to provide this
function primarily through volunteers has been found to be unrealistic in this
situation. Operating supplies are requested for the purpose of aesthetically
improving the interior of the facility, to create a warm, more inviting environment.
Staff analysis:
This center has experienced some setbacks in starting up, from not having access
to its facility until December, four months into the contract, and from its inability to
hire a part-time Child Development Specialist as planned. There is only one fulltime staff person, the Program Coordinator, with assistance from two HUD-funded
apprentices, and a Child Development Specialist providing specific services under
contract. Hiring two part-time outreach workers who are residents of the
neighborhood can enable the center to be more effective in that staff could be
more representative of the neighborhood given its racial mix, and there would be
greater flexibility in terms of hours of operation and more contact with community
residents.
Regarding administrative cost, Operation PAR stated in a document submitted to
the Juvenile Welfare Board, for the Bartlett Park neighborhood family center
proposal dated December 27, 1995, that their administrative cost rate was 16%.
The application for the Bartlett Park Neighborhood Family Center was very similar
to the Garden Villas model. Administrative costs should not differ between similar
programs; therefore, a 16% administrative cost should be applied to Garden Villas
as well as Bartlett Park. In the first nine months of the Garden Villas contract
Operation PAR will have received more than enough administrative cost, at 23% of
its original budget, to offset the amount requested for the enhancement this fiscal
year. (As of the ear1iest possible contract date for these enhancement dollars,
Operation PAR will have received $12,645 in administrative cost at 23% over nine
months. At 16% the amount would have been $8,797. The difference, $3,848 is
essentially the same as the amount requested for the last quarter ($3,844, which
includes a 23% administrative cost). Calculating the administrative costs at 16%
5
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would make the request $3,663; therefore no funds are recommended for
enhancement for FY 95-96. For FY 1996-97, a 16% administrative cost for the
entire project would reduce the amount needed for enhancement to$ 9,095.

S 9.095 (annualized)

Recommendation: $0 (three months)

As requested for all Items. with the exception of a reduced administrative cost
rate.
Asian FACE
Request:

$15,553 (three months)

$62,212 (annualized)

For salary and fringe for one full time family support worker and one part time
receptionist, group insurance for six employees, and numerous line item additions.
Justification (from application):
This center has been overwhelmed by requests for assistance, from both members of
the Asian community and from other agencies working to serve them. The three
current family support workers carry a combined case load of 145 families needing
intensive services. The initial budget did not include health insurance for center
employees.
Staff analysis:
Staff recommends funds for salary and fringe for a part-time receptionist and group
insurance.
The team recognizes the need for making the part-time receptionist full-time and for
providing insurance for center employees. Regarding the other needs expressed, the
center has just received funding for expansion of two case managers from Ounce of
Prevention for a total of five case managers and the team felt that it is important for
the center to absorb this expansion before adding additional case manager staff.
Recommendation: $5,306 (three months)

Staff Resource People:

Connie F. Caldwell
Gary Cerrian
Beverly Lightfoot
Mike Stone
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$21,226 (annualized)
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Attachment A

NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTERS
ENHANCEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Original Center
Allocation

Annualized
Enhancement

Total JWB Center
Allocation

Asian F.A.C.E.

$ 124,860.00

$

21,226.00

Community Service Foundation

$

38,228.00

$

22,972.00

$

61,200.00

Friends of the Deaf Neighborhood Family Center (FOCUSED)

$

79,776.00

$

8,924.00

$

88,700.00

Operation PAR

$

94,165.00

$

9,095 .00

$103,260.00

$62,217.00

$399,246.00

TOTAL

$ 337,029.00

c
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$146,086.00
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Attachment B

'

Neighborhood Family Center
Enhancement Funding Recomendations
May, 1996 *

Tampa

of

Bay

•

CURRENTLY FUNDED

A

ENHANCEMENT RECOMMENDED

IAC110N

1. ASIAN FACE

I

ENHANCEMENT

2. crnzEN'S AWANCE FOR PRO NO CHANGE
3. FOCUSED

ENHANCEMENT

4. FOUNDAnON VJUAGE

ENHANCEMENT

S.GARDEN VILLAS

ENHANCEMENT

6. JAMES B. SAND£RUN

NO CHANCE

7. NORTH GREENWOOD

NO CHANCE

I . SHADO

NO CHANCE

9. OUVE BMCUN

NO CHANGE

flflfE"Aif£D

•r:

TH£ IURAitCH I DEVELOI'IIEIIfT t2~R.
JUVENILE WI'L'ARE •oARO,
~NELLM COUNT'Y, 'LOitJDA

flAY, f . . .

2

Gulf

Mexico

ICENTER
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Item II.E
Regular Meeting 5/09/96

Action

.

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Membera

FROM:

Jamea E. Milia, Executive 01__._.(\
"
H. Browning Spence, Dlrect~;:'"C':,\.':.nlty lnltiatlvea
Judy A. Hall, Director, Reaearch & Development Cent

~

Requested Action
Healthy Start Coalition is requesting $3,000 from JWB to help support the 25%
match required by HAS for its Fetal and Infant Mortality Review (FIMR) research
project.

Options
1. Allocate up to $3,000 to support the match required by HAS for the Healthy
Start Coalition's Fetal & Infant Mortality Review (FIMR) research project.
2. Do not approve the allocation.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Allocate up to $3,000 to the Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas County for
a cash match for the Healthy Start Fetal & Infant Mortality Review
research project.

Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration-Unallocated Funds

Fiscal Impact
Research and Demonstration-Unallocated Funds will be reduced from $182,543
to $179,543. Research and Demonstration activities are funded with fund
balance dollars and incur no continuing funding obligation. If the project
continues, $3,000 will be budgeted in FY 96-97 in Research and Demonstration
Funds-Allocated.

Narrative

c

In December, 1994, JWB provided $3,000 to the Healthy Start Coalition of
Pinellas County as part of a cash match required for a grant from the
Department of Healthy & Rehabilitative Services (HAS) to undertake a Fetal &
Infant Mortality (FIMR) research project. The Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas
County established a FIMR Board and Technical Review Panel which has
undertaken this research. JWB has been provided quarterly reports of the
progress of the project.

Objectives met by the project to date include:

•

Completed data base and data entry for all deaths from 1991 through
1995; concurrent with 1996.

•

Analyzed data through 1995 and identified priorities for further research .

•

Established the procedure for staff to complete abstracting of medical
records.

•

Identified smoking during pregnancy as a signal risk factor and will be
addressing this in the Healthy Start Action Plan.

In order to continue the research effort during this fiscal year, again the Healthy
Start Coalition has received a grant from HAS which requires a 25% cash
match. The Coalition is asking JWB to continue its commitment to this
research project by allocating $3,000 toward the cash match. The grant from
HAS in the amount of $28,793 provides for continued Fetal & Infant Mortality
Review activities in the context of ongoing community projects, implementation
of strategies, and execution of Action Plans. FIMR is directed to the reduction
of infant mortality and morbidity by identifying systemic problems and issues in
the local community that affect mortality and morbidity. These communitybased mortality reviews are an integral component of the community's response
to fetal and infant mortality. It is anticipated that by illuminating the factors and
issues that affect infant mortality, communities will be empowered to reorient or
enhance services, influence policy and direct planning efforts that will ultimately
lower mortality rates.

Stoff Resource Person:

Judy Hall

Item II.F

Action

Regular Meeting 5/9/96
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

The Board is requested to:
approve the release of an invitation to bid for $60,000 for FY 96-97 (subject
the T.R.I.M. process) to currently existing programs throughout the
community that provide mentoring for up to four program enhancements to
target involving more African American males in mentoring activities.

c

OpHons
1.

approve the release of an invitation to bid for $60,000 for FY 96-97 (subject
to the T.R.I.M. process) to currently existing programs throughout the
community that provide mentoring for up to four program enhancements to
target involving more African American males in mentoring activities.

2.

Approve allocating up to $60,000 for FY 96-97 to a currently existing
mentoring program to expand services.

3.

Approve the release of a request for proposals for up to $60,000 for FY 9697 to fund a new mentoring program.

4.

Other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1.

The Board Is requested to:
approve the release of an Invitation to bid for $60,000 for FY 96-97
(subject to the T.R.I.M. process) to currently existing programs
throughout the community that provide mentorlng t c • • • r r
program enhancements to target Involving more African American
males In mentorlng actl les.
h.. -A..-~~'' 5 ~
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Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration Funds - Allocated.

Fiscal Impact
If the Board approves this proposal, $60,000 will be budgeted in the Research and
Development Center- Allocated in the FY96-97 Proposed Administrative and
Program Budget.

Narrative
The original premise for the mentoring program remains. Young black males are at
higher risk for drug use, black on black crime, and being high school dropouts.
One reason for this is a Jack of role models for these youth to emulate. Therefore,
mentoring is still a viable strategy for addressing African American male youth.
JWB's Research and Development Center undertook an extensive literature review,
held two community forums, and interviewed a number of leaders in mentoring
African Americans in the Tampa Bay area in order to discuss the specific issues and
needs of African American male youth in the county. The results of this
investigation found disparities in the definition of mentoring. Currently, JWB looks
primarily at formal one-to-one type matches as mentoring. Using this definition, JWB
funded programs as a whole have very limited African American adult male
involvement. The second forum developed a definition for mentoring:•a process in
which adult role models gather around one or more youth and provide values and
decision-making skills .. a role model results in the youth finding a positive image or
identity that appeals to them. A mentor goes further to impart the skills needed to
achieve that image. •
Using this broadened definition which was also supported by the literature, a number
of issues were identified. First, there are a number of mentoring activities in Pinellas
County that JWB does not currently •count• and/or fund. Secondly, cultural
differences in the African American community place a greater emphasis on group
dynamics rather than solely one-to-one relationships and leads back to the saying
that •it takes a village to raise a child. • Another major issue is the high rate of failed
matches with African American males which is consistent across the literature
between SQ-65%. This breakdown can be difficult for all those involved. After being
let down repeatedly, youth are asked to trust once again and then the mentor either
keeps them at arm's length, doesn't show up, or fails to follow through. Conversely,
mentors plan time with the youth only to be •stood up. •
It is for the above reasons that the R&D Center recommends disseminating an
Invitation to Bid (ITB) to provide funds for programs currently existing in the county
to develop or enhance youth development components to stimulate involvement

between African American adult males and youth. The ITB process will be
simplified in order to maximize the creativity of potential applicants. The funding of
these activities addresses three major issues. First, the activities would provide a
•safety net• for youth who develop unstable matches. Secondly, it provides an
environment where natural pairings of adults to youth can.occur, thereby increasing
the likelihood that any subsequent matches would be more compatible and
sustainable. Finally, youth development activities provide an arena where youth can
Jearn from a number of adults and experience a variety of social interactions.
Funding a number of smaller projects rather than one new program offers several
advantages. It will allow for a variety of creative approaches to be tried. Funding
will go towards adding services to existing programs rather than adding additional
staff to the program. There is also a good chance that approaches learned through
these projects have a better chance of being replicated without the need for major
sources of additional funding.
An additional idea which is being explored evolved from service providers in the
county reporting that they •could do a lot more with just a few dollars. • As a result
of this information, a variety of actions could be taken. JWB could allocate a small
amount of dollars, which could possibly be used to leverage an equal amount of
dollars from a local service organization to fund mini-grants of up to $500 to for
program enhancements such as field trips and mileage reimbursements to mentors.
Pinellas County also is somewhat unique in that it has a forum for the promotion of
effective mentoring called the Mentoring Round Table (MAT). This forum allows for
sharing of information, support and resources. Attendance at the MAT has
traditionally consisted of many of the larger JWB funded agencies involved in
mentoring. One way to stimulate interest in the MAT by other programs, not
necessarily those currently funded by JWB, would be to have agencies submit brief
concept papers to the MAT who would then certify the activity and make
recommendations to JWB or service organization collaborating with JWB. Finally,
the Youth as Resources Board could be used to recommend applications for
funding. Once these ideas have been fully explored, a recommendation for further
action will be brought to the Board.
This set of recommendations embodies the direction and recommendations of the
Research and Development Center's literature search, community forums, and
leader interviews.
Resource Person: Wendy L Struchen
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Action

Item II G
Regular Meeting 5/09/96

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

Jameo E. Millo, Executive

Dl~

Requested Action
Authorize an additional $40,000 for renovations of the 49th Street property to
meet the specifications required by HAS to lease the facility.

Options
1. Authorize an additional $40,000 for a total of $152,300 for constructions and
renovations necessary to enter into a lease with HAS.
2. Any other action that the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action

c

Authorize an additional $40,000 for a total of $152,300 for constructions
and renovations necessary to enter Into a lease with HRS.

Source of JWB Funds
Internal Service Fund for 49th Street

Fiscal Impact
All costs incurred will be recovered in year one and two of the HAS lease as
·
agreed upon in the Agreement to Lease dated January 23, 1996.

Narrative
At the March 14th meeting, the Board authorized up to $112,600 for the
construction and renovations to the 49th Street property. The Pinellas County
Public Health Unit report on air quality dated March 13, 1996 was received after
the Board Action. Within the report there is a recommendation to install
additional fresh air intakes to provide 20 cubic feet of fresh filtered air per
minute for each person at potential maximum occupancy as well as other minor
modification and repairs.
On April 12, 1996, HAS notified staff that the items identified in the Public
Health Unit report must be addressed prior to HAS occupying the building.

Several of the items could be addressed within the financial parameters
approved by the JWB in March. The fresh air intake system is a substantial
investment and requires an AFP process and the authorization of the Board to
exceed the established $112,300.

P!:tnding Board approval of the additional expenditures, HRS is scheduled to
move into the 49th Street property on May 11, 1996. The RFP and selection of
a Mechanical Engineering Contractor to design and install a fresh air intake
system will be advertised as soon after the Board Meeting as feasible. A letter
of response was sent to HRS on April 25, 1996 outlining the steps JWB will be
taking to comply with the Pinellas County Public Health Unit's recommendations
pending action by this Board. The General Services Department of HRS states
that the RFP process will not delay their occupancy of the building.
As noted in the Agreement to Lease - all costs are fully reimbursable by HRS
and the net effect of this is to increase the overall occupancy costs of HRS.
Staff Resource Person: Naomi S. Brooks
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Item II.H
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Robert J. Doody, Director, Traini,";

Directo~ ~
.f"\

4.~ter lll'/

Requested Action
Through the Center for Youth Development, Washington, D.C., apply to the DeWittWallace Reader's Digest Fund for a grant to implement the B.E.S.T. (Building
Exemplary Systems of Training) Initiative.

Options
1. Approve the request

2. Deny the request
3. Any other action the Board may choose

Recommended Action

c

Through the Center for Youth Development, Washington, D.C., apply to the DeWittWallace Reader's Digest Fund for a grant to implement the B.E.S.T. (Building
Exemplary Systems of Training) Initiative. DeWitt-Wallace is making available up to
$240,000 to implement training of youth workers over a period of three years. The
grant requires a 50% match from the Juvenile Welfare Board, a total of $120,000 over
the three-year period.

Source of JWB Funds
Matching funds could be available from fund balance dollars and budgeted either in
JWB Administration, Training Center or in the Program Budget -- Transitional Funds -Allocated

Fiscal Impact
Fund Balance dollars would be budgeted in the following amounts:
FY 96-97 $30,000
FY 97-98 $40,000
FY 98-99 $50,000

1

Narrative
Participation in the B.E.S.T. Initiative is a natural and logical step in implementing the
Board's Youth Development vision for the 1990's. The Juvenile Welfare Board
promised voters in the Children's Services Referendum of 1990 that it would help build
healthy families with a full appreciation of the intrinsic ability of families to guide their
own progress and take responsibility for their own well-being. Building healthy youth,
providing them with opportunities to participate meaningfully in the community, is an
integral part of this effort. The Board has stated that ways must be found to build on
people's strengths and fashion new and supportive community institutions driven to
rebuild self-sufficiency and mutual responsibil ity as the hallmarks of development. The
B.E.S.T. Initiative is strength based, helping youth discover their own skills, abilities,
and gifts. The Board is now engaged in a long-term effort to change social ,
educational, and health services for children into a unified system. The B.E.S.T.
Initiative promotes engaging in healthy developmental activities with youth after school
and on weekends rather than doing things 1Q or !Qr youth. An emphasis on youth
development focuses attention on another community, the county's residents who are
leaving childhood and entering adolescence. With the approval of a Youth
Development Plan developed with participation by the community, the Board has
embarked on new programming to serve the next vulnerable age group: the 10-to-14
year olds. Providing exemplary and innovative training to those who serve this
population is the purpose of the B.E.S.T. Initiative.
Youth Development was a major focus of the JWB in 1994. With the help of the
county's youth-serving organizations, churches, interested individuals and others, the
Board formulated strategies to make the Pinellas Community more youth-friendly.
Now it is joining with the community to translate strategies into realities. Another
translation with a similar intent is being provided by the Childs Park neighborhood in
St. Petersburg. Here residents have joined the JWB and Public/Private Ventures to
plan a Community Change for Youth Development project. The focus is a bit broader
-- on youth from 10 to 20 -- but the goal is the same. People are coming together,
actively planning, and working hard to learn how to make their neighborhoods the best
place for their children and families to call home. The JWB personnel who are directly
involved in the Childs Park community have been trained in the Center for Youth
Development's "Advancing Youth Development" curriculum and will play a significant
role in the implementation of the B.E.S.T. Initiative.
The 1996 Community Opinion Survey About Children and Families reports that over
90% of Pinellas County residents agree with the Juvenile Welfare Board's support of
supervised activities for youth and strengthening neighborhoods. This grant will
provide monies to build the skills of those supervising youth activities, will train
neighborhood residents, and will bring high quality training to neighborhoods through
face-to-face and technology-assisted training.
In addition to increasing the level of professionalism among Youth Development
personnel , this grant will make the same in-depth training opportunities available to
parents and guardians; community volunteers; church youth workers; coaches;
parks and recreation staff; mentors; school volunteers and staff; and youth
interested in supporting and encouraging their peers. Essentially, the content of the
2

Youth D~velopment curriculum is already an integral part of the JWB Training Center's
offerings for professionals; the grant increases JWB's capacity to offer the training to
a larger, more community-based audience.
The JWB Training Center will continue to invite new participants to the training through
JWB's Community Councils and Children's Services Committees, and public speaking
engagements with P.T.A.'s, churches, civic clubs, etc.
Using monies from the DeWitt-Wallace Reader's Digest Fund, the Training Center
proposes to acquire technical hardware and software which will bring to communitybased sites the latest research in the area of Youth Development and will enable
community-based sites to engage in distance learning through computers and
videoconferencing.
In 1994, the Center for Youth Development, Washington, D.C., identified the Juvenile
Welfare Board as a provider of exemplary training. Because of this, the Center
awarded JWB with a grant in the spring of 1995 to field-test the Center's curriculum
for Youth Workers: "Advancing Youth Development." Two JWB personnel were
trained in the curriculum, and subsequently the Training Center implemented the
curriculum twice, training fifty-five area youth workers. Based on evaluations of the
curriculum in Pinellas County and other associated sites, the curriculum was modified.
In April of 1996 two additional JWB personnel were trained in the curriculum.

c

Following action taken by the Juvenile Welfare Board in January 1996 and the
submission of a workplan by the JWB Training Center, the Center for Youth
Development and the DeWitt-Wallace Reader's Digest Foundation awarded a $7,000
planning grant to JWB for the three-year B.E.S.T. Initiative.
The planning process in Pinellas County has involved the following:
• convening the B.E.S.T. Initiative Advisory Council comprised of representatives of
the police and Sheriff's departments, the Department of Juvenile Justice, church
youth groups, parents, youth, parks and recreation staff, JWB Training Center, JWB
Department of Strategic Communications and Technology, mentors, educators, and
the Childs Park Community
• surveying youth, parents, and youth-serving professionals to identify the qualities,
knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for exemplary youth service
• surveying youth-serving professionals to identify innovative uses of technology to
enhance training and to ascertain current technological capacity
• consulting with the JWB Community Councils and the Children's Services
Committees

C

• assessing the training needs of agencies which serve youth
• forming Focus Groups of youth workers for guidance

3

• monitor;,g Handsnet routinely to acquire the latest research
• assessing sites and logistical needs for training
The goal of the Center for Youth Development is to promote the following qualities in
youth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competence
Commitment
Confidence
Connectedness
Community
Compassion
Contribution
Character

A series of B.E.S.T. retreats is planned so that participants can have an extended, indepth training experience. An ongoing B.E.S.T. peer enrichment forum is planned so
that alumni of the training can meet monthly to share challenges and achievements in
a democratic information-sharing and support process.
At this point, the Training Center proposes to hire no new personnel. Rather, the
monies will be designated for the following : B.E.S.T. learning retreats; monthlyongoing peer learning forums; acquiring new curricula to be integrated with
"Advancing Youth Development"; acquiring audio-visual software and hardware;
paying for training site usage; and providing honoraria and travel for guest trainers.
The grant is non-competitive. All eight sites may be fully funded, thereby creating a
national network of B.E.S.T. Youth Development organizations. The Center for Youth
Development is closely affiliated with individuals and organizations which emphasize
promoting resiliency, community-based support for families and youth, including and
empowering youth, and building networks of support. The Center's philosophy and
activities reflect those of JWB. The grant proposal to the Center for Youth
Development and DeWitt-Wallace Reader's Digest Fund will be presented to the
Juvenile Welfare Board on June 13, 1996.

Staff Resource Persons: James Andrews. Mary Ann Assiff. Mary Ann Goodrich. Judy Hall. Kate
Howze. Janice Hudson. Stephanie Judd, Barbara Reinhart, Trudie Root. Browning Spence.
Wendy Struchen. Dorthy Whitlock

4

ITEM II.H
ATIACHMENT

c
ADDENDUM

The following eight organizations have been invited to participate in this grant:
• Child and Youth Care Learning Center
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
• Children , Youth & Family Council of Delaware Valley
Philadelphia, PA
• Community Network for Youth Development
Redwood City, CA
• Fund for the City of New York
Youth Development Institute
New York, NY

C

• Greater
Philadelphia Federation of Settlements
Philadelphia, PA
• Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Pinellas Park, FL
• Tri-County Youth Services Consortium
Portland, OR
• YouthNet
Kansas City, MO

c
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Item 11.1
Regular Meeting 5/09/96

Action
Juvenile WeHare Board Membera

TO:

Dlrecto~

FROM:

:I!!(Jr

Jamea E. Milia, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, Community lnltlatlvea
. Judy A. Hall, Director, Reaearch & Development Ce

Requested Action
The Office of Justice Coordination is requesting up to $11 ,300 from the Juvenile
Welfare Board to support the cost of survey interviews and focus groups with female
prisoners sentenced to serve time in the Pinellas County jail in order to identify
program areas that will help the prisoner improve her chance of a productive life style
and thus reduce the recidivism rate.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Do not approve the request.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

c

Recommended Action
Allocate up to $11 ,300 to the Office of Justice Coordination to undertake a
needs assessment and female prisoner profile of female prisoners sentenced to
serve time In the Pinellas County )all.

Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration-Unallocated Funds

Fiscal Impact
Research and Demonstration-Unallocated Funds will be reduced from $179,543
to $168,243.

Narrative

c

At a recent meeting including representation from the County Commission,
HRS, the Sheriff's Office, Office of Justice Coordination and JWB, an organization
entitled Women in Community Service (WICS) engaged the group in a discussion of
how to meet the needs of women, aged 29 and under, who are sentenced to serve
time in Pinellas County jail, most of whom have dependent children. The group
recognized that, before attempting to provide services such as life skills training or
career development, there was a need to understand just who are these women and
what are their needs.
The Office of Justice Coordination is taking the lead in developing a profile of

the female prisoners, aged 29 and under, and determining their needs as a first step
in planning what services would most benefit this population. It plans to develop a
survey instrument and conduct 250- 300 comprehensive survey interviews with the
target population and conduct several focus groups. It is anticipated that this survey
will be a tool to identify programs areas that will help the prisoner improve her chance
of developing a more productive life style and thus reduce the recidivism rate.
The project will be managed by the Office of Justice Coordination and will use
three graduate interns from local universities to assist with conducting face to face
interviews. The proposed project budget estimate is:
Three interns @ $7.00/hr for 1Q-12 weeks @ 40 hrslwk
Imaging scanner for data entry
Statistical software
Printing and supplies
Total
Staff Resource Person:

Judy Hall

$10,000
450
500
~

$11,300

lnforr.1ation

Item III.A
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Membera

FROM:

Jamea E. Milia, Executive
Kate Howze, Director, Strategic

Direct~~

I/~

~:u~nlclltlona and Technology 1-N

The Use of Information Technology Inside/Outside JWB

c

This memo serves as a brief concept paper for the study and use of information
technology within the Juvenile Welfare Board, and externally with JWB's many
audiences. Computers have changed considerably in just a few short years. So has
the communications business. Not unexpectedly, the two are merging, as we have
virtually discarded our industrial trappings and become an information society. No
longer is It sufficient to talk only about •computers. • Computers are the tools that
contain and allow us to exchange information. A realistic assessment of technology
must engage in issues of information dissemination and management. With ATI
recently announcing plans to make Internet access as available as a telephone, these
words on an office plaque become truer than ever:
The phone changed the way we talk.
The television changed the way we see.
The computer changed the way we think.
All three together will change the way we live.
And all three together is exactly where technology continues to be headed.
As our world has changed, so have the human services changed. (The JWB's
strategic planning process has pointed out the issues related to these changes within
the profession.) What may be less readily apparent is that thoughtful communications
practitioners also are changing the way they communicate. In recent years, trends in
communications practice within JWB have paralleled trends within the human services
(see Attachment A).
The challenge now facing the Juvenile Welfare Board is to thoughtfully and
reasonably disseminate and manage information in a tax-supported environment that,
like all other parts of society, is being constantly buffeted by the effects of rapidly
changing technology.
To meet this challenge, the JWB's Communications Department has been
working with the Operations/Systems Team. The end of a five-year plan within JWB
for installing and using computer technology, and the imminent strategic plan for the
JWB, provide an opportune time to plan for information technology needs in the next
five to seven years. The following guidelines will direct the planning process:
1. JWB's technology needs are not solely internal. There are various audiences,
the foremost being funded agencies, with whom the JWB may wish to communicate
technologically. A planning team should be formulated comprised of representatives
both internal and external to the JWB. The planning team's responsibility will be to
determine ways in which the JWB can reasonably and cost-effectively use technology.
2. The scope of the technology team should be primarily conceptual, attempting
to answer the following strategic communications/information management questions:
* Who are our audiences?
*Who should the message sender(s) be?
* What resources are available?
* What are the objectives for communicating or exchanging information?

• Woat is/are the best medium/media? (A computer is not always the best tool
to use.)
• What message(s) and/or information do we wish to exchange/send?
As well, the technology team will be charged with considering creative uses of
existing funding. For example, given the highly technological nature of the most recent
Equipment and Renovation funding requests, the idea of a demonstration information
technology project between JWB and another agency has merit.
Finally, the technology team will review existing internal technology and
recommend changes/enhancements for the future. The role of JWB as a technology
technical adviser will be examined. Technical assistance linkages with others, such as
JWB's membership in the Telecommunications Cooperative Network, will be explored.
3. Defining the scope of the technology team as primarily conceptual frees them
from getting inundated with specific hardware/software issues. (In other words, they
will be charged with recommending where to go, not how to get there.) It is expected
that the team's recommendations will be presented to the Board as part of a phased
five-year plan, with fiscal impact beyond FY 1996-97.
4. The work of the technology team will be In accordance with JWB's strategic
plan.
Staff Resource Person: Naomi Brooks

Item III.A

Attachment A
EMERGING CHANGES IN COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICE
Impact of changes

Pre-paradigm shifts
fear of "going public"

desire to enhance
awareness

Belief that
information empowers

only a few receive
information

widespread
dissemination reaches
many.people

Base of understanding
and support for
social services

traditional methods

creative, low-cost
methods

Rethinking how to
provide information
yet still be a>steffective and
accountable

"telling"

sharing

Permits ownership
and empowerment

individual issues
dealt with

issues placed in
context

Restructuring
practice to
facilitate understanding

media relationships
only

utilization of new,
emerging technology

Assists understanding of self
and others, and
appreciation of
impact of societal

changes
fragmented

planned, purposeful

Economy of action and
intent with strategic
communications

intermittent
information
dissemination

sustained
dissemination of
information

Issues gain and
retain significance

dependent, passive
role

active, assertive
role

Build capability for
leading, rather than
following

Compiled from the work of Brawley, Martinez-Brawley, Garnett and others
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Item 111.8
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

Total Family Strategy Evaluation
Prepared by:
Dr. Starr Silver
University of South Florida
FMHI
Tampa, FL 33612

Funded by:
The Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County

c

•
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Executive S.umuy
In the last six months, the Totol Family Strategy (TFS) program hac; been restructured. Staff
from Marriage and Family Colmse1ing, Inc. and Suncoast Centtt for ComrmDlity Mental
HOilth, Inc. are making proSJeSS on several recommendations included in last year's final
report, including developing a common methodology for assessing tiunilies, commonalities in
case planning procedures and forms, and identification of joint training needs. Recent
changes in 1FS, including the joint work to develop common fonns, COtntllOO. assessment
practices, identification of training needs, and revision of the risk factor checklist, are J.ikely
to lead to greater pogram consistcncy and quality.
The risk factor checklist, a form used to desaibe families when they first oontact the
program, has been revised. The new form more clearly defines the cllaracteristics of families
whose past use of "dcx:p-end" savia:s (e.g., fonnal foster care placement, aiminalllcgal
system, active and Strious substance abuse) would exclude them from this early intervention
program.

-

The structLn"e of the Interagency Council has been modified. The Council's role is to provide
coordination among the two }X'Ograms, and to serve as a problem-solving resource to TFS
direct services staff tm CSS(rS~i fie issues brought to its attention

The focus of this years Phase II evaluation is on analyzing long-tam outcomes of the
program. Outcome analyses will be conducted with families who have participated in '1FS
for 12 months or longer. Data collected on these families through June 30, 1996 will be
included in the analyses. The goal of looking at the long-term outcomes is to essentially
detamine what :fiunilies have gained by their participation in TFS. The final report will
desaibe these gains, and wi11 also discuss major fiK.ilit.alurs of pro~ and barriers as well.
A detailed outline of the o~ to be examined is included in this report.

In light of the fact that this Phase 11 evaluation will end in the fall, it is reconunended that the
Juvenile Welfare Board and the agencies review their current data collection procedures to
track families' progress, and decide how they will proceed with the beginning of the r'I!W
Fiscal Year in 1996.

Item Ill. C
Regular Meeting 5/9/96

Information
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto f\
Browning Spence, Director,
Mary Romanik, Director, Community Planning and Development \'

J'

eom2.~ Services~

'r.J\~

Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative Update
In November of 1994 representatives from organizations providing a variety of
services to young children signed a Memorandum of Understanding to create a
framework for collaboration between the major funders and agencies providing
early education and care services in Pinellas County. Representation from these
signatory agencies formed the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC).
Membership included: Success by Six; Pinellas County Education Foundation ;
Pinellas County Schools; United Way of Pinellas; Coordinated Child Care (CCC);
Head Start ; HAS ; and JWB. The group has been meeting monthly since April of
1995 designing PECC's operational structure and strategic plan. In February of
1996 the membership was expanded to include representation from the Pinellas
County License Board, Business representatives, the Success by Six Training
Team, the Early Childhood Council and the North/South Pinellas Early Childhood
Associations.
In December of 1995 PECC received a continuation funding grant from the
Department of Education. The grant outlined eight areas for project development:
formalized partnership agreements, collaborative staff development, streamlined
system of entry, outreach initiatives to increase access for families and children to
comprehensive services, sharing of funding sources to improve services, effective
transition among early childhood programs and into school systems, the use of
validated information to enhance quality and inclusion of children with disabilities.
An action plan and timeline have been developed and work has begun on several
of the project areas.
A key initial project is the development of a common intake system, beginning with
a shared waiting list, to include Headstart, CCC, and School District Pre-K
programs. The members have worked closely with several computer consultants
to identify the necessary hardware/software to share information between the
various systems. A plan for the design of a permanent structure for PECC is being
developed to ensure the continuation of the collaborative effort after the grant
funding is completed. An informational document on PECC is close to completion.
PECC sponsored a collaborative training , with over 120 people in attendance,
featuring David Weikart from the High Scope Foundation. The PreschoolKindergarten Partnership (PKP) brochure and transition form are under revision
and will be printed and distributed later this spring.
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich
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PERSONNEL REPORT FOR APRIL 1996

JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:
Staff Items:

Assiff, Mary Ann- Program Consultant II (CP&D)- 4/8/96
Williams, cassandra- 4/1~/96
None
None
None
Cain, Marge - To Regular- 4/30/96
Judd, Stephanie- 4/15/85- Eleven Years
Amy Daly, Executive Assistant, was honored with the 1996
Professional Assistant of the Year Award, given by the St.
Anthony's Health Foundation, Inc.. This tribute was due to her
deep commitment for the Juvenile Welfare Board and her
professionalism.
Mike Stone, Program Consultant Ill, CP&D, has been accepted as a
peer reviewer for the Healthy Families America credentiallng
system. This nomination and selection by the National Committee
To Prevent Child Abuse Is not only an honor, but Is strong
evidence of Mike's knowledge of home visitation programs and a
sign of respect by his peers.

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
mANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
None
None
Siebens, Antoinette - To JWB Admin Office of Spec. Asst - 4/22/96
None
None
Burton, Kathy - To Administrative Specialist Ill - 4/8/96
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Kovanis, Carolyn- 4/13/90 Six Years
Taylor, Juanita- 4/16/92- Four Years
Jorgensen, Audrey- 4/1/93- Three Years
Black, Linda - 4/25/94- Two Years
Czarnatowlcz, Marianne- 4/10/89 - Seven Years
Maclna, Carol- 4/12/89- Seven Years
None

STAFF ITEMS

Coordinated Child Care
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

'

Information

Item ill.E.
Regular Meeting 05/09/96

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS

(UNAUDITED)
APRIL 30, 1996

PREPARED BY
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

c

JUVEND..E WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET- All FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
APRll. 30, 1996

Go.CI'IUDCIIt

Fuad
General

Proprietary
Fwuls
Internal/
Enterprise

Fldaci8ry
Fuacl
Agency

Aa:oaat Groups
Fixed Asset

TOTALS

LT. Debt

1"'

1995

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits

$15,539,176

Investments-Def.Comp.Plan

$15,539,176

$13,830,231

1,318,15-4

1,059,557

Due from Other Government

202,-420

202,-420

368,12-4

Due from Other Agencies

857,036

857,036

-467,6-45

87,571

87,571

87,571

2,196

2,196

837,-452

Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits

$1,318,15-4

15,065

15,065

19,198

$2-43,-496

-43-4,296

2-43,496

1,399,200

727,-496

2,126,696

2,317,496

Fumiture,Fixtures&Equip.

380,466

564,799

945,265

557,876

Accumulated Depreciation

(1-4,-48-4)

Land &Improvements

190,800

Building & Improvements

(1-4,484)

Due from Interfund transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
TOTAL ASSETS

15091-462

5091462

4681089

$50%.462

$22,022,153

$20,256.735

$188,700

$188,700

$31-4,380

36,977

36,977

3,193

$16.703.464

$1.955.912

$1.311.15-4

$1,535,]!1

UABn.ITIES
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables

509,462

Accrued Liabilities
1,318,15-4

Def.Comp.due to Employees
83,619

Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL UABlllTIES

lli.aill

468,089
1,059,557

83,619

871571
S313J-48

509,462
1,318,15-4

$1 1318115-4

~

$5091-462

871571

871571

I2J2-41483

lta932a190

1,535,791

3,118,868

FUND EQUITY

s

1,535,791

Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
1,914,382

Retained Earnings

1,91-4,382

Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman·Bogue
F /Y Expenditure

0
215,5-48

215,5-48

181,378

50,000

50,000

25,000

-4,750

-4,750

1,571,506

1,571,506

3,322,116

11415061393

111 16761583

11-4 1 5-48 1 -41~

(-42 1019)

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

I161390J16

IU721363

~

l1 1535a191

~

l19a798.370

I18 132Ja9-45

TOTAL UAB. & FUND

l16aZ;031464

11.955.912

11~11.15-4

l1.a3~,]!1

W'1462

w.o22.153

120.256.735

Undesignated

JUVEND.E 'WELFAILE BOAIU>
G:ENEILU. FUND
INTEIUM STATEMENT OF u:vENUE. EXPENDITIJllES It CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PEIUOD ENDING APIUL 30, 1996
(CUUENT Y.T.D• ._ • 5rr.)

ANNUAL
BUDGET

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

MONTHLY
ACTUAL

1996

1995

REVENUE
$24,359,584

$985,307

$22,521,667

92%

89%

56,000

3,719

44,160

79%

86%

Intergovernmental

651,842

3,347

256,649

39%

41%

Interest on Investments

470,102

70,211

327,005

70%

76%

Miscellaneous

218,250

0

168,441

no"'

78%

14,008

106,836

2.757

753.319

25.755.771

1.0rJ..M9

24.171,077

94°-'>

91%

(3,100,179)

(225,096)

(1,683,562)

54%

54%

(23,074,492)

(1,490,472)

(10,144,069)

44°-'>

36%

(1,202,613)

(96,072)

(735,717)

61%

58%

(22,339)

(135,235)

(262.680)

(1 1786 1721}

Cl.D96.659)

(14.415.304)

53%

48°-'>

llialli

703.402

(787 1934)

10J961175

Property Taxes
Fees

Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAI. REVENUE

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAI. EXPENDITURES

(27.377,214)

OlHER. FIN.SOU:J.CES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCESS{Deficiency) of Rcvnue over &pend

(U21 1506)

FUND EQUITY
RESERVED ·Encumbrances
UNllESERVED-Disability

215,548

·Anniversary

50,000

-Cooperman Bogue
·FlY Expenditure
·Undesignated
TOTAI. FUND EQUITY

4,750
1,621,506

1,884,558
311191185
116~90~16

JUVENILE 1FELFAn BOAIU>
ADMINIS'1'RA11VE EXPENDrrtJRES
FOB. PERIOD ENDING APIUL 30, 1996

(CUJUlFNI' Y.T.D. ~ • SK)
MON'IH
ActUAL

BUDGET

DOU:CTOR

Pcnoud

s

143,941

s

11,916

Y.T.D.
ActUAL

s

..OF BUDGET

1"'

.,s

17,618

61%

67%

40.SI2

671

13,444

39%

39%

TOTAL

l!!.U!!

Yom

~

55%

61%

PcnoDDd

93,109

4.316

49,073

53%

51%

11,211

3.362

13,031

71%

70%

TOTAL

.1!1..!!2

?.a!

So!!!

56%

60%

PcnoDDd

181.311

13,984

102,706

57%

57%

66.360

3,409

23,694

36%

33%

TOTAL

247/41

17J93

m.!2Q

51%

51%

PcnoDDd

251,962

20,041

146.362

51%

51%

Operating

52,137

261

31,151

73%

72%

Capital

___ill

....ill

___ill

TOTAL

~

20,952

115.163

61%

61%

Pcnoud

155,107

11,311

10,302

52%

SO%

192,947

21,369

133.521

69%

47%

3.000

___ill.

2,466

TOTAL

~

33.J20

m.m

61%

41%

Pcnoud

532,950

40,629

307.590

51%

51%

13,792

1.310

6,966

51%

14%

~

41.939

314,556

51%

59%

COMMUNITY SERVICES Pcnoud

470,211

34,061

217,151

46%

57%

OpcraiDc

41,052

1.S45

16,217

34%

43%

TOTAL

m.m

~

m.m

45%

55%

PcnoDDd

233,241

11,410

140,662

60%

50%

72,437

5,910

34,159

41%

15%

mom

24.J90

m.m

57%

40%

356,226

26,311

186,021

52%

51%

173,036

4,773

13,057

41%

60%

mom

31.161

m..2Z!

51%

51%

~

54%

54%

OpcraiDc

Capital

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

OpcraiDc

Capital

COMMUNICAnONS

Opcratinc

Capital

FINANCE

SYSTEMS8cSUPPORT

Opcratinc

Capital

PROGRAMS

Operating

Capital
TOTAL

Capital

USEARCH

Opcratinc

Capital
TOTAL

TRAINING

Pcnoud
Opcnting

Capital
TOTAL

ADMJNJSTRAnON TOTAL:

!

),100.179

!

am

!

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVFSTMENT REPORT

FOR PERIOD ENDING 04/30/96

BANK

ACCOUNI'

AMSOU1H BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

1.37%

AMSOU1H BANK

Pooled Funds

5.0199%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

5.29%

AVG.RATE

BAlANCE

YIElD

$217,366.21

$256.26

$15,737,607.14

$69,817.54

552.322.82

$ 2.387.23

$16,507.296.17

$72,461.03

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)
BUDGET

YlDACTUAL*

$470,102

$399,465.44

%
85%

Over/Under
($70,636.56)

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TinS MONTII

Sanderlin Family Center
To transfer $2552 from contractual and computer to conference for a national conference to be
attended by three staff and one Board member.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
$6,999
Asian F.A.C.E. Center
$7,600
African American Leadership
$11,993
Boys & Girls Clubs
$20,000
Citizens Alliance
$412,120
Coordinated Child Care
$ 3,000
Ervins All American Youth
$20,000
Girls, Inc. of Pinellas
$28,933
P.C. Urban League
$12,129
Sgt. Allen Moore
$11,227
Youth Homes of Florida
$10,870
YWCA

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
Shado Neighbrhd Family Ctr

$8,320

Regular Meeting 5/9/96

ITEM # III.F.

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

c
PROGRA~1S

& FINANCE

DEPARTMENT

•

...... .-. .-.

Hrvice' to children

~

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
6698 68TH AVENUE NORTH - SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 34665-5060
TELEPHOl\TE: 813-547-5600

RATING CRITERIA

FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECI1VES

Objective Exceeded

101%+

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%
Below 70'k

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90'k of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'k of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70% of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE

MAY 1996

c

Florida Parent Child Center

May 21 , 1996

Friends of the Deaf
Service Center-PEACH Program

May 28, 1996

Marriage & Family Counseling of
Pinellas-ST AAS Program

May 31, 1996

Consumer Credit Counseling
Service of the Florida Suncoast

June 3 & 4, 1996

HAS-Pinellas County Public
Health Unit-Drug Involved Families

June 6 & 7, 1996

HAS-Pinellas County Public
Health Unit-Northeast High School

June 13, 1996

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information , please contact
Stephanie Judd, 547-5643.

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:

Boys & Girls Clubs of the SuncoastCondon Gardens
Individual Services
Family Resources-Youth & Family ConnectionsResidential & Outclient Services
Family Service CentersMarriage & Family Counseling
Youthful Sex Offender Treatment Program
Florida Gulf Coast Autism AssociationIn-Home Respite Care .
Pinellas County Urban LeagueComprehensive Family Services
Upper Pinellas Association For Retarded CitizensHomebound & Preschool Programs

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
Agency:

Program:

Program:

BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS OF THE
SUNCOAST
Individual Services

Condon Gardens

Date of Site VIsit:

1995-96
Program Budget:
$136,304
JWB Allocation:
$ 67,261
Coat Per Client:
$
421
(Based on FY ~95)
Program Budget:
$ 106,920
JWB Allocation:
$ 52,672
Coat per Client:
$
340
(Based on FY 94-95)

February 12 -16, and February 27 & 29, 1996

The Individual Services Program provides truancy and dropout prevention services to at-risk
elementary and middle school students at four locations - Tarpon Springs, Pinellas Park,
Northside (St. Petersburg), and Southside (St. Petersburg). Services include outreach to school
and other social service agency personnel; tutoring and homework assistance (tutors are provided
by the Pinellas County School Board) ; incentive programs to encourage improved attitudes,
behaviors, and academic improvement; counseling and coordination of resources with schools
and families to encourage parent involvement in school and the clubs. Introduction to work and
careers is also provided. In addition to tutoring and homework assistance, another major
component is counseling, assessment, and referrals for clients. These components are aimed
at enhancing the self-confidence and esteem of at-risk students.
The Condon Gardens Program is a truancy and dropout prevention program which provides
wholesome activities as an alternative to idleness, delinquency, and dropout Involvement.
Services include counseling, tutoring, structured leisure activities, field trips and other personal
development and awareness programs/presentations. Referrals are made to the program by the
staff, Pinellas County Schools, and parents. The Pinellas County School Board provides a tutor
for this program to provide tutoring services and homework assistance.
The Executive Director provided an overview of both program activities and an up-date of each
club. Staff Interviews were held at all sites, client services were observed, client files were
reviewed, tutors were interviewed, tours of each facility were Conducted, and discussions were
held with clients.

r_

Individual Services· Performance on objectives for this program for FY 94-95 was outstanding.
All objectives were met or exceeded This program served 134 children and 157 adults during
the fiscal year. Condon Gardena· Performance on objectives for this program for FY 94-95 was
excellent. Four of the objectives were met or exceeded and one was substantially met. The
program served 228 children and 180 adults during the fiscal year.
Major strengths for both programs include the structured activities and tutoring programs. Some
of the staff are long time employees and this provides trust, consistency and continuity.

Organized activities, guest speakers, the homework and tutoring services are all contributing
factors to the success of these programs. The programs also provide education and career field
trips and have guest speakers to discuss various topics such as substance abuse, career
opportunities, etc.. Staff of both programs are dedicated and want to make a difference in the
lives of the children they serve. Both programs provide a safe place.with planned activities where
children can go after school. Many of the clients indicated that without the Boys & Girts Clubs
they would be hanging out at the malls, and probably •just getting into trouble·.
Major recommendations for both programs included the maintenance of client files, and the
collection and maintenance of accurate statistical information. It was also recommended that the
Individual Services Counselor for the Pinellas Park and Tarpon Springs Unit provide increased
counseling, assessment and referrals for clients, and that the majority of tutoring and homework
assistance be provided by the tutors which are provided by the Pinellas County School Board for
this purpose.
Contract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

SITE YISJT '·UMMARY

AGENCY·

Family Resources

PROGRAM:

Residential (Shelter)

DATE OF VISIT:

February 16, 1996

AGENCY:

Family Resources

PROGRAM:

Outclient (Fam'Crisis)

DATE OF VISIT:

February 16, 1996.

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM COST:
JWB ALLOCATION :
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1994-95)

1995-96
$1,188.135
$131,838
$597

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM COST:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER FAMILY:
(FY 1994-95)

1995-96
$903.096
$173,382
$866

Residential (Shelters)

The program operates two shelters for runaway and in-crisis youth and their families and has es1ablished the
"Safe Place" network to enhance this service. The program seeks to reunite the youths with their families and
encourage the resolution of intra-family problems through the provision of tefT'4)0rary shelter, counseling. and
other needed services. The program also sponsors the "Safe Place" CO"l>Onent for runaway youth and this
represents part of a continuum of services to Children/Families in need of Services (CINS/FINS).
OUtclient
With the main goal of preserving the family unit, the Outclient program offers a continuum of services to
children and families, particularly families with youth who are truant or beyond parental control. The services
include, screeningtassessment ; family crisis intervention services. family intervention project; weekly
sessions of individual and/or family counseling for a maximum of thirteen weeks; in-horne counseling as
appropriate ; case planning and case management. The program provides a comprehensive approach to
assessing the problems and needs of both the child and the family. and then determining the most appropriate
services available.
The two programs operate together in north and south county teams , and during the site visit all program units
(north and south) were visited. At each program site. files were reviewed on a random saf11)1e basis and
program data was reviewed and validated. In addition the program methodology was reviewed along with
contractual compliance.
In summary. the facilities were well maintained and the files were in good order. In FY 1994-95 the Outclient
program was rated as OUTSTANDING, and the Residential program was rated as SATISFACTORY in
performance on measurable objectives. These ratings were consistent with ratings of prior years. There were
no significant changes in program methodology. Both programs were in cof11)1iance with their FY 1994-95
JWB Agreements.
The strengths of the programs Include a safe environment for troubled teens, no fee requirement for services.
innovative use of video technology for training etc., a continuum of services. immediate service for families in
need, service to a wide range of clients, experienced staff who know how to maximize available resources. an
emphasis on face to face services, and a management philosophy that allows staff and to be creative and to
utilize professional expertise.

c

H was recommended that both programs (separately or together), utilize a team approach to review
programmatic issues concerning staff training. assessment tools. shelter rules and policies (written and
unwritten), clerical support, time management, and availability of education/training materials for clients.
Additionally. It was suggested that the program/agency contact Operation PAR regarding forthcoming juvenile
detoxification services. and to consider staff concerns regarding accommodations/amenities and annual
salary adjustments.

Cortract Manager: Gary Ceman

SITE \]SIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Family Service Centers

PROGRAM: Marriage and Family Counseling

FISCAL YEAR:
1995-96
PROGRAM BUDGET: $720,549
$170,350
.Nt8 ALLOCATlON :
COST PER CUENT: $235
(FY 1994-1995}

DATE OF VISIT: March 7-8,1996

The Juvenile WeHare Board funds the Family Service Centers to provide Marriage and Family Counseling. The
program's overall service objectives are to prevent and lessen family conflicts, Interpersonal relationship problems.
and individual emotional problems; strengthen family ltfe; and encourage the development of maximum potential in
Individuals so that they may become healthier contributing members tn their own families, community, and society.
Marriage and Family Counseling Services provides early prevention and counseling services for individuals. couples,
families, and children who are experiencing individual and/or family conflict.
During the site visit, we spoke with program staff and consumers ; visited three offices; reviewed programmatic
records and verified objective and minimum service level data.
From October 1994 to September 1995, the program served 575 children. 2642 adults. and 393 single parents
reaching 120% of Its target for children, 106% of Its target for adults. and 1570/o of Its target for single parents. Client
outcome studies found that 90% of the clients terminated from services had irtl>roved in their identified goals.
Ninety-six percent (96%) of clients had maintained their level of irtl>rovement at six months follow up. Twenty-five
percent (25%} of single parents were profiled.
·
The program has i~roved client intake, case record documentation and monitoring procedures, increased
productivity, decreased waiting time. established more measurable client goals, and improved Its client database.
The recommendation was that the role of central intake be included in the 1996-97 JWB Agreement methodology.

Cortract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

(

SITE VJSJI SUMMARY

AGENCY: Family Service Centers

PROGRAM: Youthful Sex Offender
Treatment Program

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION :
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1994·1995)

1995·1996
$87,672
$67,132
$329

DATE OF VISIT: February 9, 1996

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds F•mily Service Centers to provide the Youthful Sex Offender Treatment Program.
H demonstrates the effectiveness of earty intervention with the young sex offender and his family by reducing the
recldicism of the offense while the offender is In treatment and for two years post treatment. Services Include peer
group therapy, lndivldual and family therapy, and parent suppon groups.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff and parents of young offenders; programmatic records and client
case files were reviewed; objective and minimum service level data was verified; and a review was completed for
contract compliance .
From October 1994 to September 1995, the program served 116 youth and 148 adults reaching 155% of Its target for
youth and 123% of its target for adults. Client outcomes found that 99% of the youth enrolled in the program did not
commit the same or similar offense during treatment. 66% of the youth cofTl)leted treatment. and 92% of the youth
completing treatment did not commit the same or similar offense within a two year period following program
completion. Fifty-three percent (53%) of the adults admitted attended Parents United or time limited parent support
groups.
Recommendations were that client case/group records are reorganized to include consistent and complete
documentation and that program case records be reviewed by the agency as part of quality assurance ; and that the
District Manager become more knowledgeable about the program to ensure program activities are consistent with the
JWB Agreement.
The requirement was that the agency obtain approval from JWB regarding grant applications that incorporate or
expand JWB funded projects prior to submission and assure consistency of the program descriptions among grants.

CortriCt Man~ger: Dorothy Jennings

Site VIsit Summary

Agency:

Florida Gulf Coast Autism
Association
In-Home Respite Care
Program:
Date of VIsit: March 8, 1996

Fiscal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Coat Per Client:
(Based on fY 94-95)

1995-96
$242,446
$164,407
$ 206*

The Florida Gulf Coast Autism Association - In Home Respite Care Program matches trained
respite care workers with families experiencing stress due to the constant care of a severely
handicapped/special needs child, and to minimize the stressful effects on the family. Respite care
is provided in the family home (Pinellas County), and is available seven days a week, twenty-four
hours a day. Crisis care and or referrals are also provided when requested or appropriate.
Respite workers include teachers, lawyers, nurses, college assistants, and others who are
employed by special needs programs such as Upper Pinellas Association for Retarded Citizens
(UP ARC), and Pinellas Association for Retarded Children (PARC). Many of the care-givers have
been with the program for several years which strengthens the quality of the program. In addition
to these services, the program assists the parents in problem resolution and in obtaining
appropriate services in the community.
The site visit consisted of a visit to both sites, a general overview of the program and program
needs, by the Executive Director, a review of client and care-giver records, and telephone
interviews with two clients. A fiscal monitoring was also conducted. The program was in
compliance with the JWB contract. Performance on measurable objectives for FY 94-95 was
outstanding.
A major strength of the program is that it improves the parental care-givers' sense of competence,
health and family relationships, as measured by the parental stress Index. In addition the
program is professionally managed and staff have excellent organizational skills. Many of the
care-givers have long-term experience. The Agency has a very small administrative staff,
however they coordinate and provide a multitude of excellent respite care services to families.
Both clients who were contacted were extremely thankful for the respite care services and
indicated that the staff and care-givers were helpful and knowledgeable. They said that the
services provided were •life-savers" for the family because without them the stress would be
tremendous. They also stated that services have always been provided when requested, and at
times, on short notice.
There were no recommendations made as a result of the fiscal or programmatic monitoring visit.

Contract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

SITE VtSIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Pinellas County Urban League
PROGRAM: Comprehensive Family Services
DATE OF VISIT: February 9, 1996

FISCAL YEAR:
1995/96
PROGRAM BUDGET: $232,564
JWB ALLOCATION:
$83,490
$403
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1994/95)

The Comprehensive Family Services Program provides social services to meet the needs of
children and adults who reside in the unincorporated area of Pinellas County known as
"Ridgecrest". Services are provided from the OMNI center, a social service and recreational
facility owned by Pinellas County and operated under the Urban League's management. Staff
provide direct services and also coordinate many activities as well as services with outside
agencies. The program is jointly funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board and the Pinellas County
Community Development Department.
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Monitoring activities included an entrance conference with the Executive Director and Director
of Programs, interviews with program staff, observation of center activities, review of program
files and an exit conference. Those present at the exit conference were the Executive Director,
Director of Programs and the Comptroller. The visit also included an assessment of program
services, staffing pattern, program statistics and performance on measurable objectives.
During fiscal year 1994-95 the program served 310 youth and 252 adults. The performance on
measurable objectives was excellent this past year. The program has consistently met its
objectives for the past three years. Staff interviews were positive. Young people in the community
are coming to the Omni Center In greater numbers. Many of the adults in need of referral
services are newcomers to the community. Staff noted that many of the referral sources utilized
by the program for clients In need of economic services are in tum referring clients to the center.
The strengths of this program are the central location in the community, the educational and
recreational programming, information and referral services and the outreach to the various
neighborhoods. The Omni Center Is readily accessible to self referred, walk-In clients as well as
for scheduled contacts. Staff interact positively with the residents on a daily basis and respond
to the most basic needs of families as well as to neighborhood and community issues.
There are no recommendations.
Contract Manager: Patricia S. Davis

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Upper Pinellas Association
for Retarded Citizens

FISCAL YEAR: FY 1195-16

PROGRAM: Homebound

PROGRAM BUDGET: $1 03,184
JWB ALLOCATION: $87,319
COST PER CLIENT: $810
(FY 94-95)

DATE OF VISIT: January 30, 1196
The UPARC Homebound program is an early intervention program providing services
in the child's home. Children served are within the ages of birth to three years of
age. The children are medically fragile and are considered to be developmentally at
risk. Referrals can be made by hospitals, doctors, family, friends or social service or
health agencies, but the majority of referrals are currently initiated by DEl. The
program has two homebound specialists who provide services to a maximum of 15
children each. Service is provided in the child's home or in the home of a caregiver.
A program tailored to meet the needs of the chi_ld and the family is developed to aid
the child, with the assistance of the parent, to develop to maximum potential. The
primary caregiver is encouraged to be the primary trainer. The services of a social
worker and speech, physical and occupational therapists are also available.
A site visit was made to the UPARC administrative offices. The visit included an
entrance interview with the program manager and both homebound specialists, a
review of client files, and telephone interviews with parents of children participating in
the program.
The program exceeded all three measurable objectives for FY 94-95. It reached 89%
of its minimum service levels. Minimum service levels are based on a maximum case
load. The specialists are seeing some children jointly, which cuts down on the number
who can be served.
The program's strengths include a staff with a high commitment to the enhancement
of the quality of life of the child. Each child's program is developed in collaboration
with the parent to meet the child's needs as perceived by the parent.
There were no programmatic recommendations.
Contract manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY: Upper Pinellas Association

FISCAL YEAR: FY 1995-86

PROGRAM: Preschool

PROGRAM BUDGET: $648,966
JWB ALLOCATION: $66,523
COST PER CLIENT: $4350
(FY 94-95)

DATE OF VISIT: January 30, 1996
The UPARC preschool is an early intervention program which provides developmental
intervention and speech, physical and occupational therapy for high risk, mentally
retarded, developmentally delayed or physically impaired children ages six months to
three years of age. The program provides stimulation, sensory integration,
developmental training and pre-academics in a classroom setting. Parents are invited
and encouraged to participate in the classrooms, in parent support meetings and in
parent training sessions. Emphasis is given to family needs in dealing with the
children so that they are able to reach their maximum potential. Families are referred
to other area resources and ancillary services as needed. Parents are encouraged to
work with their child at home, to carry over goals which are addressed in the
classroom. All classrooms at the Long Center facility are practicing reversemal nstreaming.
The site visit included an entrance conference, observation in all classrooms, review of
children's files, and telephone interviews with parents.
The program met or exceeded three of its four objectives for FY 1994-95. It
substantially met its utilization objective (99%). It served 145 children in this period,
exceeding its minimum service level by 45%.
The significant strengths of the program include its very successful reversemainstreaming program, which has proved beneficial to b'oth challenged children and
typically developing children and it's high teacher/child ratio and extensive use of
volunteers in the classroom.
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PROFESSJONALS TRAINED:
APRIL
APRIL
APRIL

1994:
1995:
1996:

1,551
789
595

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

12,327
7,205
5,576

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6

4,698
1,163
1,301

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
APRIL
APRIL
APRIL

1994:
1995:
1996:

350
104
391

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION :
APRIL

1996:

986

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

6,877
10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

YTD 1995/6:

6,877

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

r
SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY: Upper Pinellas Association

FISCAL YEAR: FY 1985-86

PROGRAM: Preschool

PROGRAM BUDGET: $648,966
JWB ALLOCATION: $66,523
COST PER CLIENT: $4350
(FY 94·95)

DATE OF VISIT: January 30, 1996

The UPAAC preschool is an early intervention program which provides developmental

c

intervention and speech, physical and occupational therapy for high risk, mentally
retarded, developmentally delayed or physically impaired children ages six months to
three years of age. The program provides stimulation, sensory integration,
developmental training and pre-academics in a classroom setting. Parents are invited
and encouraged to participate in the classrooms, in parent support meetings and in
parent training sessions. Emphasis is given to family needs in dealing with the
children so that they are able to reach their maximum potential. Families are referred
to other area resources and ancillary services as needed. Parents are encouraged to
work with their child at home, to carry over goals which are addressed in the
classroom. All classrooms at the Long Center facility are practic{ng reverse·
mainstreaming.
The site visit included an entrance conference, observation in all classrooms, review of
children's files, and telephone interviews with parents.
The program met or exceeded three of its four objectives for FY 1994·95. It
substantially met its utilization objective (99%). It served 145 children in this period,
exceeding its minimum service level by 45%.
The significant strengths of the program include its very successful reverse·
mainstreaming program, which has proved beneficial to b'oth challenged children and
typically developing children and it's high teacher/child ratio and extensive use of
volunteers in the classroom.
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Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz
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JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
------

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

511196

IIOW TO EMPOWER YOUR
CLIENTS TO ACT

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

TillS WORKSHOP WIU PRESENT
STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING
CLIENTS

LINDA ESIIENBERG, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

511196

STRESS MANAGEMENT

1/RS
LARGO

TillS PRESENTATION WIU
OFFER TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR
AND MANAGE YOUR LEVEL OF
STRESS

JIM ANDREWS, MA.

PROFESSIONAL

512196

EQ: EMOTIONAL INTEWGENCE
AND SELF GUIDANCE

BROOKWOOD
ST. PETERSBURG

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN TilE
RJ. DOODY, PHD.
FIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF BEING
EMOTIONALLY INTEWGENT

PROFESSIONAL

513196

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES OF
ADOLESCENT FEMALES

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU FOCUS
ON THE WAYS GENDER PLAYS
A ROLE IN THE UVES OF
ADOLESCENT FEMALES

GARY DUDELL, PI/ D .

PROFESSIONAL

514196

BOARD TRAINING

CONDON GARDENS
PINEUAS PARK

THIS TRAINING WIU FOCUS ON
BOARD MEMBER' S INDIVIDUAL
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

516196

TIME MANAGEMENT

JWB
PINEUS PARK

LEARNING HOW TO FIND
MORE QUALITY TIME IN
YOUR DAY IS THE FOCUS
OF THIS WORKSHOP

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

516196

EUMINA17NG POVERTY

FIRST PRESBY.
CHURCH
ST. PETERSBURG

THIS WORKSHOP WIU TEACH
PARTICIPANTS HOW TO APPLY
THE "DECENCY PRINCIPLES"

517196

EUMINATING POVERTY

SUNCOAST ASSOC.
OF REALTORS

THE FOCUS IN TillS WORKSHOP
NANCY AMADEI
WIU BE ON ''RE1111NKING
POVERTY": WHO IT EFFECTS AND
/lOW WE CAN GET OTIIERS TO ACT

PROFESSIONAL

518196

MAJQR C.QNFM_ENC.E;
SUNCOAST ASSOC.
WORKING WITH HOSTILE FAMIUES OF REALTORS

THIS TRAINING WIU OFFER
STRATEGIES ON STRENGTHENING
A FAMILYS ABILITY TO BECOME
MORE RESIUENT

JOY JOHNSON, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

518196

COACHING FAMlUES

HRS
LARGO

THIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER
''COACIIING" TECIINIQUES TO
EMPOWER FAMIUES

JANICE HUDSON, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

518196

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

YOUTH & FAMILY
CONNECTIONS
ST. PETERSBURG

CHIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

519196

ABUSE, NEGLECT & DEPENDENCY

EXCHANGE CTR.
ST. PETERSBURG

CHIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A ..

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

5110196

MAJQR C.QNFERENC.~;
BUIWING BRIDGES BETWEEN
BLACKS AND WHITES

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WIU BE GIVEN
A SOLUTION-BASED APPROACH
TO BLACK AND WHITE
RELA.TIONSHIPS

MAX PARKER, PHD.

PROFESSIONAL

NANCY AMADEI

COMMUNITY

I

----

-------------

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

PRESENTOR(S)

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

IN MY NEIGHBOR'S YARD:
REDEFINING COMMUNITY
BASED SERVICES

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP OFFERS
ENHANCED STRATEGIES FOR
PROVIDING COMMUNITY-BASED
SERVICES

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

SUNCOAST ASSOC.
OF REALTORS

THIS WORKSHOP WIU FOCUS
ON TilE IIISfORY, TREATMENT
AND SOLUTIONS FOR WCTIMS,
PERPETRATORS & WITNESSES
OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

VARIOUS SPEAKERS

TYPE

i

5113196

5114196

PROFESSIONAL

.

PROFESSIONAL

I

5114196

ETHICS IN HUMAN SERVICES
MANAGEMENT

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

THIS TRAINING WIU FOCUS
ON THE ETHICAL DILEMMAS
FACED BY MANAGERS OF SOCIAL
SERVICE AGENCIES

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

5115196

MENTORING ROUNDTABLE

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

CIIIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

TECIINICAL
ASSISTANCE

I

5115196

CHIW CARE ADVOCACY

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMmEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
I
I

5116196

SEARCHING FOR SUCCESS:
HELPING TO INmATE CHANGE IN
THOSE WHO ARE " "S1VCK"

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN HOW
TO INITIATE CHANGE IN CUENTS
WHO ARE S1VCK IN THERAPY

LYNNE BERNFIEW, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

i

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

5116196

DIFFERENT GIFTS: USING
THE MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE
INDICATOR IN TEAM BUIWING

PARC
ST. PETE

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
ABOUT INNATE STRENGTHS
AND FLEXIBIUTY

RJ. DOODY, PHD

PROFESSIONAL

5116196

STRESS MANAGEMENT

FOUNDATION
VIUAGE
CLEARWATER

THIS PRESENTATION WIU OFFER
1ECIINIQUES TO MONITOR AND
MANAGE YOUR LH'EL OF STRESS

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

5120196

RAISING HEALTHY MEN: THE
MOTHER-SON RELATIONSHIP

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

NEGOTIATING THE MOTHER-SON
RELATIONSHIP IS THE FOCUS OF
THIS WORKSHOP

CAROL RINGOW, PSYD.
MARTI NEWBOW, L.MR.C.

PROFESSIONAL

5121196

COACHING FAMIUES
TOWARD EMPOWERMENT

JWB
P/NEUAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN HOW
TO USE TilE "COACHING
TECIINIQUES" TO EMPOWER
FAMILIES

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTORS(S)

TYPE

I
I

5121196

STRESS MANAGEMENT

GULF COAST
COMMUNITY CARE
ST. PETE

THIS PRESENTATION WIU OFFER
TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR AND
MANAGE YOUR LEVEL OF STRESS

5122196

CHANNEUNG ANGER
CONSTRUCTIVELY

HRS
LARGO

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN SKIUS JACK HARTMANN, M.A.
AND TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
ANGER CONSTRUCTIVELY

PROFESSIONAL

5122196

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

(TBA)

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

TEACHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

--

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

.t

•

!...-

DATE
5122196

PLANNED ACTIVITY
B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE
ADVISORY COUNCIL

SITE
JWB
PINEUAS PARK

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE COUNCIL WIU ADVISE JWB
PER THE GRANT PROPOSAL

PRESENTOR(S)
RJ. DOODY, PHD.

TYPE
TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

5124196

ESSENTIAL NEEDS

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

C/lfWREN' S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

5128196

RESILIENT CHILDREN:
TODAr S RESPONSIBIUTY,
TOMORROW'S PRIDE

JWB
PINEUS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU FOCUS ON
HELPFUL TECHNIQUES FOR
RAISING "RESILIENT' CIIILDREN

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

5130196

DON'T BE A VICTIM: PERSONAL
SAFETY SKIUS ON AND OFF THE
JOB

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN SKIUS PAUL MAINS, M.A.
FOR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONA
SAFETY

PROFESSIONAL

5130196

TEAM BUILDING

UCENSE BOARD
JWB
PINEUS PARK

LICENSE BOARD EMPLOYEES WIU JIM ANDREWS, M.A..
LEARN STRATEGIES FOR WORKING
EFFECTIVELY IN A TEAM

PROFESSIONAL

5131196

BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM IN
C/liLDREN

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
TECHNIQUES FOR BUILDING
SELF-ESTEEM IN CHILDREN

PROFESSIONAL

LUCIE MAILNSKI

James E. Mills, ACSW

Executive Director

Media
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Tide:· shiftS~on
How
to Protect Abused Children
.
.
:..

.

As repOrted cases of abuse rise, mor.e states reconsider their focus on keeping children in troubled families
By ......,.. ~
--dlhe~SCionotVERY -day, .pii!d-welfare
workers face m agonizing
decision: whether to keep
..; physically abused ~ neglected
children with their par:ents or
place them in a foster .borne.
That dilemma has taken on
new urgency. In the wake of recent highly publicized cases in
eeveral states where children died
from beatings at the hands of par·
ents or other adults in the home,
some adv~ and legislators
are calling for change.
"The current system is only
weighted toward" giving mother
and dad a chance to·get their life
together," says Richard Gelles, director of the Flunily Violence Research Program at the University
of Rhode Island. "It puts the famlly first. I want a system that puts
the child first."
But experts disagree on what a
child-first" system is. 'nlroughout the 1960s and ' 70s, states
routinely
placed
physically
•. abused and neglected children in
foster care. ln 1980, however, a
federal law required states to
make "reasonable efforts" to keep
abused children with their birth
families or to reunite families
after a period of foster care.
Now, rising reports of child
abuse and instances of the failure
of state workers to protect at-risk
children are spurring renewed interest in balancing family preservation with foster care. (A community approach to foster
care, Page 1.)
David Richart, executive director of Kentucky Youth Advocates
in Louisville, says he and other
advocates are trying to achieve a
balance - to "get the pendulum to
rest in the middle." Mr. Richart
headed a state task force which,
after fmding an overreliance on
, foster care in 1986, reported last
September that the state had
swung too far toward family
preservation and had failed · to
protect children adequately.
The number of American children reported abused has tripled
since 1976 to 3 million in 1994,
according to the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse.
Not all reports of abuse are subtantiated.
In the search for more balance,
concerns are being raised about
how to avoid overwhelming an already burdened foster-care system, how to fund improved programs, as well as how to prevent
overzealous removal of children
from their homes in cases of unwarranted charges.
For many years Dr. Gelles, a
nationally recognized expert on

E

family violence, thought childl2n
should be pennanently re~
from their homes only as a last reaort, · even if that meant .they
might spend years shuttling between their birth parents mel foeter -care.
Toclay, alter studying hundreds
of chl1d-fatality records, he has
concluded that 80Die violent parents are "not rehabilltable at all."
Fbr others, "the time It would take
to resolve -all their problema, ineluding drugs, · would be too
. long," Gelles says. In such C8llftl
adoption should be a more· acceptable alternative, be argues.
He points out that current policies consign many children to a
revolving door of foster homes
while social workers try, often liDsuccessfully, to help parents.
Many advocates acknowledge
that removing more children from
abusive homes wiii strain an al·
ready overburdened foster-are
system, which now accommodates an estimated half-million
children. Without an Infusion of
money and support to help both
foster parents and troubled birth
parents, they say, some children
wiii fail to get the protection they
need.
Indeed, inadequacies within
the foster-care system were a raetor in prompting a national shift
to family reunification. "Child?en
would drift from foster home to
foster home until .they turned 18
and the state cut them loose,"
says Thomas J..yon, an assistant
professor of law at the University
of Southern California.

eral funds. And they must allow
child-protection officials to terminate parental rights sooner, thus
freeing children for adoption. "lf
a parent still has a drug problem
after 12 months, you don't have
to keep kids in limbo," he says.
Some states are already changing laws to reflect these needs. In
Connecticut this week, legislators
are hearing testimony on a major
bill that would give child welfare
workers more latitude in cases of
extreme abuse.
"States are at a juncture right
now," says Linda D'Amario Rossi,
commissioner of the Connecticut
Department for Children and
Youth. "I think policies are heading in a better direction." She
calls such legislative changes ·a
giant step forward for kids."
T1Ml TOGmtER: JeanetU! Laws chats wilh herJostm ooughJer and son. They

live al Hope Meadows, a
in RmtlotAl, /U.

MW

com.......utyjormed to support fostm families

as Kentucky, are trying to strike a 21st-century economy," Mr. Mills
balance between family reunifica- says. "We pay low, and we don't
tion and foster care. In Dllnois, always treat foster parents very
the Flunily Preservation Act of wen in t.enns of being part of a
1989 shifted some resources care team. They're sort of the
away from foster care. Aimost im- low-status member. We don't almediately, says Jerry Stermer, ways provide them with social
president of Voices for illinois services and support, and we exChildren in Chicago, critics of pect them to be happy with this."
family preservation "blasted the
Steve Barrow, legislative direcpolicy as a failure." Fbur years tor of the Children'sAdvocacy Inlater, in 1993, the state's General stitute in Sacramento, Calif., obAssembly passed a "best interest serves simlar problems. Although
of the child" bill, calling for case- he sees "a lot of wonderful foster
by-case decisionmaking.
care seitlngs," he calls the system
"There is a clear swing in DJi. "horribly underfunded." Training,
nois toward saying that children inspection, and recruitment rewho have been abused and ne- main inadequate, he says.
glected need to be protected away
Yet even better recruiting may
from their parents," Mr. Stermer · not swell the ranks of foster parsays. "We put a very, very small ents appreciably, Mr. Richart says.
'We are trying to achieve percentage of our resources t.O- Noting that Kentucky had the
ward working with families where same number of foster parents in
a balance - to get the
the children stay with the par- 1995 as it did in 1985, he says,
pendulum to rest In the
"That seems to argue that there's
ents."
middle.'
a certain finite number of people
who wiii surrender their privacy
- Davtd Richart IDp priM laiJ
Yet emphasizing "best interest" and their home life for other peoand deemphasizing family preser- ple's children."
Foster care often carries other
vation carries what Stermer calls
In addition, he says, "there was •a very significant price tag.• The limitations. Mary Lee Allen, direc·
a political view that parents have number of children in out-of- tor of child welfare at the Chila right to their child and the state home care in illinois has doubled dren 's Defense Fund in Washingexplains
that
when
should not intervene except in the in seven years. Children are being ton,
most extreme cases."
removed from their homes at reunification is the goal, agencies
try
to
deal
with
the
parent's
may
Some child advocates empha- younger ages and remain in foster
size that foster care, however nee- care longer.
problem and with the child's
essary, is no panacea. "At some
The state's changed approach problem. "But the issue of the in·
point you have to realize that the has caused costs for out-of-home teraction between the parent and
s ubstitute living arrangements care to jump from $200 million child frequently gets left out," she
may not be significantly different seven yeru:s ago to $800 million says. "When a child is ready to go
than the existing family," says this year.
home, parenting issues have been
James Mills, executive director of
Whatever the cost, foster care neglected for many months."
the Juvenile Welfare Board of remains an imperfect system, ad·
To protect children across the
Pinellas County in St. fetersburg, vocates admit. "We continue to country,
Gelles
advocates
F1a. Finding and retaining good conceptualize foster care in its changes in federal law. States, he
foster parents remains difficult, .J 9th-century form, as a service says, must be required to make
he says.
with almost religious motivation, the best interest of the child a top
As a result, several states, such and yet we're trying to do it in a priority in order to qualify for fed-

,.... IIOCilal -~~en
Other "giant steps," advocates
say, must include hiring more and
better-trained social workers.
"To ensure the protection of
kids, you have to have people out
in the field investigating abuse
and neglect,· Richart says. "It
can't be done by computer or by
telephone. You have to have
ground troops out there in people's homes. But common politi·
cal sentiment in Kentucky and the
rest of the country has been toward reducing the number of social workers."
Advocates also call for more
counseling services and child
care to support troubled families.
Then there is the "giant step·
of bigger budgets. "One thing that
is almost never considered a political option is properly funding
child-welfare services so we can
at least ensure a proper investigation is made for every allegation of child maltreatment," says
Curtis McMillen, a professor of
social work at Washington University in St. Louis.
Dr. McMillen also calls for
more realistic expectations. "People expect the system to make the
proper decision in each and every
case, when it's impossible to do
so," he says. "It's impossible to
protect ewery child in their home,
and at the same time it's impossible to avoid unfairly removing
some children from their parents."
Whatever decision child-welfare workers make, many continue to regard family preservation as a worthy goal. "Family
must always be examined as the
most important option for children," Stermer says. "But if it"s
dangerous , then we should discard it as a possibility. The absolute best interest of the child
must guide our decisionmaking."
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GIVE EMPLOYEE RAISES WITHOUT COST TO YOUR COMPANY
As a business leader, you have the
opportunity to pass along information to your
employees that will put money in their pockets
without cost to you. It's the Earned Income
Tax Credit (EIC), a program for moderate and
)W income working families .
The EIC supplements wages, thus giving
people more disposable income to pay bills and
purchase local goods and services. Families with
two or more children earning less than $26,673

c

per year can get up to $3,110. Families with one
child earning less that $24,396 a year can get up to
$2,094. And a worker between the ages of 25 and
64 earning less than $9,230 a year with no children
is eligible for up to $314.
If you would like more information, or want
to order copies of a fact sheet, flyer or payroll stuffer
for duplication and distribution to your employees,
contact Kathy Helmuth of the Juvenil~ Welfare
Board of Pinellas County, 547-5677 .

~t. l)etersburg Wim.~~
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EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK: Peggy Peterman
----------------------------------

Stand together for the children
. A call has gone out nationwide to parents and grandparents, child advocates, educators, religious leaders, civil rights activists and business and community leaders to
gather June 1 at the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D.C., and Stand for Children.
This appeal, being made by the Children's Defense Fund, headed by Marian
Wright Edelman, comes at a time when the
National Governors' Association is support·
ing a proposal to eliminate the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children program
and replace it with a block grant of federal
funds to each state. Many of the governors'
proposals are being incorporated into a
revision of welfare legislation previously
vetoed by President Clinton.
State children's advocates expect thousands of Floridians to travel to the Stand for
Children rally. In St. Petersburg, the Child
Care Advocacy Committee of the Pinellas
County Juvenile Welfare Board and Success
by 6, a community coalition that prepares
children to succeed in school, are making
flight arrangements for the trip. Also, a bus
trip to Washington is being organized by the
law offices of Holland & Knight for employees and the children they work with
through the firm's Opening Doors for Children community program at elementary
schools and day-care centers statewide.
Edelman's organization is concerned
that states will sharply reduce basic assistance levels and impose strict time limits on
families receiving welfare benefits. The
revised bill, which Congress may act on
later this month, still would allow states to
slash their own spending for programs that
help poor children and their families.

These changes could jeopardize the
quality of life for families caught in the vise
of rising unemployment and poverty. Nationally, of the 8,493 children who are
abused and neglected every day, three die.
Every day, six children commit suicide, and
13 children are homicide victims. Some
2,660 babies are born into poverty, 2,833
children drop out of school and 95 babies
die. The record is deplorable for an industrialized country.
During a recent conference call, Edelman accused Congress and the governors of
trying to balance the budget on the backs of
the children and the poor. "Not a dime of
sacrifice is going to be asked of the Pentagon and the corporate welfare system," she
said. "It strikes me as unconscionable."
Recent studies have made it painfully
clear that there are children in this country
who go to sleep hungry, and it is not always
because of negligent parents. Every day at
noon last summer, workers at a Dade County Community Center would wait anxiously
for the mad rush of children who leaped
fences, some with small siblings in their
arms, to get lunch. Sometimes, this was
their only nutritious meal of the day.
"I want a welfare reform bill that would
help people escape poverty rather than ·
push them into poverty, one that would give
them training and see to it that the jobs are
there," Edelman said. "I would like a reform bill that has strong child support
enforcement. We want the public to . . .
stand together on June 1, by the hundreds
of thousands - crossing race, class and
regional lines."

..
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Welfare board offers chartered
buses to Washington event
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer
PINELI.:AS PARK - The first
national gathering on behalf of chil·
dren will be June 1 in Washington,
D.C., and a local agency doesn't
want residents to miss it.
The Juvenile Welfare Board has
chartered buses to carry pa~tici·
pants to the event called Stand For
Children.
Marian Wright Edelman, found·
er of the Children 's Defense Fund,
came up with the idea to help elicit
a national commitment to children .
Activities will be throughout the
day, but no pollticia:ls will be invit·
ed to speak.
The Juvenile Welfare Board,
which taxes Pinellas County resi·
dents to pay for programs aimed at
supporting Cc'; ildren, is urging the

community to get involved either by
going on the trip, endorsing the
event or donating money so some·
one else can go.
To keep costs down. the trip will
not include an overnight stay in
Washington .
Buses will leave May 31 and
travel through the night.
After the rall y, which is on a
Saturday, local residents will board
the buses and return by that Sunday
evening.
· A final cost has not been estab·
lished. but it should be in the range
of $75 to $80, said Kate Howze.
spokeswoman for the board.
A special Stand For Children
telephone line has been established.
Call 547·561 I for more information,
to reserve a spot, make a donation
or endorse the e ~ent.
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Agency organizes trip to D.C. rally for kids
By CURTIS KRUEGER
Tomea Swtf Writer

In an unusual move, Pinellas County's main children's services agency is organizing a bus trip to a
national demonstration in Washington, D.C.
The event, called "Stand for Children," is meant to
demonstrate that children are the nation's most important resource.
The Juvenile Welfare Board has reserved seven
buses to take local people to the gathering june 1 at
the Lincoln Memorial.
The Children's Defense Fund, a national child
advocacy group, is organizing the demonstration. The
group lobbies for such issues as proper prenatal care,
adequate educational funding , and programs to prevent youths from turning to crime.
A brochure sums up the point of the event: "America isn't doing enough for our children . . . On june 1
we can change that. Stand for Children."
james Mills, director of the Juvenile Welfare
Board, acknowledged that organizing residents for a
demonstration is a different role for the board.
" It's the first time we've ever done anything on
this scale," Mills said.
He stressed that the welfare board is not using any

of its money to fmance the event or pay for participants. However, it did hire a temporary worker to help
coordinate the trip.
The board's main role is to finance local children's
programs using a countywide property tax and to
monitor their effectiveness. The programs are designed to keep kids in school and off drugs, help
families stay together and meet other needs.
The event is billed as non-partisan, and no politicians have been invited to speak.
"I think this county has historically shown its
interest in children," Mills said. "This is a wonderful
opportunity on the national level for people to demonstrate that same commitment."
Asked what in our society most points to the need
for such a gathering, Mills cited the growing number of
young people who die violently, and " the persistent
and nagging rate of growth in children who spend all or
part of their time living in poverty."
Travelers from Pinellas County will sleep on the
bus and endure long hours on the road. Mills said that
will make the trip affordable. Costs still were being
worked out.
To find out how to attend, call the welfare board at
547-5611 or Stand for Children at (800) 233-1200.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

He's got it nailed down
When one thinks of long, glamorous fingernails, Cher might
come to mind. Or Madonna. Or
those -well-groomed models with
ruby red tips showing off merchandise on the Home Shopping Network.
But Paul A. Roubidoux, a former senior drilling supervisor for
Gulf Oil?
" I think thev're absolutely
beautiful," Roubidoux said by telephone from the Madeira Beach
headquarters of his company,
Roubidoux Inc., an acrylic nail
manufacturer.
Roubidoux, a chemical engineer, admits he does not sport
flashy fingernails himself, but fake
nails have been very, very good to
him. Recently his company was
chosen by the World Alliance of
Mayors as a prototype for its Stimulus Program for Employment and
Economic Development.
Roubidoux Inc. was selected
because of the company's
far-reaching economic impact, said
Benjamin Burks, director-general
of the Alliance of Mayors. "Roubidoux Inc.'s product can create
jobs. The beautiful thing about it is
that Mr. Roubidoux is the license
holder in St. Petersburg, and he
can create jobs down there as he
expands.
"In addition, since it doesn't

to," Goelbel joked.

•••

PIPER CASTILLO
BUSINESS BRIEFS

take schooling to sell the product,
he can set up franchises in other
parts of the country. On top of
that, plants can operate worldwide."
Roubidoux Inc.'s manufacturing plant is in Cherry Hill, NJ.
After the products are made, they
are shipped directly to Roubidoux
Inc. on Gulf Boulevard, where 10
employees handle orders for nail
technicians throughout the country.

Cosmetologist Lane Goelbel,
who joined Roubidoux Inc. one
month ago as vice president, plans
to act as educator for the company.
She'll visit technicians and possible
franchisees around the country,
teaching them how to use the
products. "Acrylic nails have been
around for 15 years, and they've
come a long way because of the
new technology," she said.
And does her boss do nails?
"He could put a set on if he had

Mr. Pool Inc., 8190 U.S. 19
N Pinellas Park, has been named
o~e of the top 100 businesses in
the spa and pool industry nationwide by AQUA, a business magazine for spa and pool professionals.

•••

Amy Daly on Monday received the Salute to Professional
Assistants Award from St. Anthony's Hospital Auxiliary and St. Anthony's Hospital Health Care
Foundation Inc. Her employer ,
James E. Mills, executive director
of the Juvenile Welfare Board, submitted the wmrung description of
Daly's qualifications in leadership
roles, managing talents, professionalism, positive attitude and
sense of humor.

•••

Debbie Forbes has moved
her massage therapy practice to
1110 Pinellas Bayway, No. 210,
Tierra Verde. Her services include
stress relief, relaxation massage,
personal injury and neuromuscular
therapy.
- Do you heve news for the
Neighborhood Times Business
Digest? Please send to Piper
Castillo, Business News Department,
Times, P.O. Box 1121, St. Petersburg,
FL 33731 or send e-mail to
piper@sptimes.com
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Childs Park program
targets kids, cleanup
• Anned with cash and
dedication, organizations are
sprucing up the neighborhood and
fonning tutoring and sports
programs for children.
ly JOANNE 8. WALKER

"""*
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Take a neighborhood known for its drug
dealing, code violations and resident apathy.
Give it lots of money and a challenge to get
involved. Will it change for the better?
Public/Private Ventures of Philadelphia
and the Pinellas County Juveni)e Welfare
!!2!!:£ thiilk so, and they have two years to
prove it. That's the length of time designated
to enact an initiative called Community
Change for Youth Development.
Together the organizations have invested
$700,000 in the Childs Park neighborhood to
shape young people into responsible adults.
The neighborhood's boundaries run from
First Avenue S to 22nd Avenue S, between
34th and 49th streets. Progress will be
evaluated at the end of two years. If improvements are deemed successful, it could mean
additional funds for the program.
The juvenile Welfare Board hired program consultant Maria Scruggs Weston specifically for the project. She has wasted no
time getting started with 1,000 to 2,000
youth ages 12-20. "We've been walking
hand-in-hand through this project with the
city," Weston said.
The city has swept and paved streets,
repaired and added sidewalks, trimmed trees
and filled potholes.
"We're so excited with what's going on,"
said Greg Pierce, president of the neighborhood association. "The city bulldozed about
10 houses that were structurally unsafe."
Private developers have found the neighborhood. One is discussing building 42
homes, while a second one wants to build as
many homes as he can sell.
"When we started out, we knew we had
to make the park the focal point, a jewel in
the crown," said Pierce. The city committed
$600,000 from Community Development
Block Grants, the Penny for Pinellas sales tax
and a state recreational grant.

Childs Park Community Center sits on 11
acres. Improvements include lighted parking
lots closer to the building, basketball courts
tennis courts, playground equipment and pic~
nic table pavilions. Another $200,000 is being used to landscape a nearby lake and
drainage ditch running through the property.
"I credit a lot of the noticeable changes to
Bob Valenti and the neighborhood association, who had all these ideas that were
different from what Leisure Services wanted," said Mike Dove, city neighborhood director.
Valenti is the community 'iffter director.
He already is seeing a difference at the park.
"We've doubled our registrations and tripled
oll! revenues since last year at this time," he
sa.td proudly.
"People aren't afraid to come out anymore," said John Rush, community police
officer.
Programming at the center is increasing,
especially 1ince the city hired full-time teen
coach Beverly Willis. Her salary is paid for by
CCYD and the city. "If you really want to
build leen programs," Valenti said, "you
need someone there all the time and you
need to pay them."
What's attracting people to the center?
This summer it will offer the first all-girls
basketball league for ages 16 and under.
About 50 girls have expressed interest. The
center's computer room has 12 computers
and three printers for tutoring, training
classes and residents' use. An estimated 400
people attended the center's recent Miss
TASCO Pageant with 22 girls competing. A
basketball league with 188 participants just
· concluded.
A Teen Council with 50 members sells
pizza at Tampa Bay Buccaneer home football
games. Teens use the money to buy clothes
and school supplies.
Leaders of CCYD fonned a 16-member
neighborhood group, the Childs Park Youth
Initiative Council, that meets at the center. It
includes youth, adult residents, clergy, businesses, social groups, sororities and fraterni-

ties and recreation center representatives.
The council designed a strategic plan to
decide how the money will be spent. The
money is controlled by the jWB.
One of the initial expenditures is estimat·
ed at $210,265. It will pay a coordinator'~
salary and outfit teams for the first-ever
Youth Sports Academy.
The academy is a unique concept tc
attract sports activities to the area under onE
umbrella. It will pool talents and reduct
administrative costs.
To ensure wholesome development
mandatory tutoring and health/nutritiOI
classes for all participants will be added
"We'll try to strategically place tutorial
grams throughout the community, at P'
Childs Park Center and at churches," ~cS
ton said.
The academy will offer track and field
football, basketball, cheerleading and tenni~
It will ensure quality with proper coache~
referees and established resource persons.
Other components of CCYD are a corr.
munity4tbeater and band. Teens have offere
to publish the neighborhood association'
newsletter. Two professional artists will a~
sist 14 teens who have signed up to pair
murals along a portion of Pinellas Trail tilL
runs through the neighborhood.
Last week Weston faced her first-quartt
progress review with P{PV and]WB official
"We passed with flying colors," she said. Bt
the clock is ticking and there's lots to do.

JWB CALENDAR
MAY 9 ·JUNE 13, 1996

c

May 9

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 9:00 a.m.
Abuse, Neglect and Dependency
Exchange Center; 3601 34th Street North; St. Petersburg
NORTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL • 6:30 p.m.
Mease Health Center-Countryside Mall ; Clearwater

May 10

TRAINING: "Building Bridges Between Blacks and Whites: A
Solution-Focused Approach" - Registration, 8:30 a.m.
JWB Building, Pinellas Park

May 15

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 9:00 a.m.
Mentoring Roundtable
Gulf Coast Community Care, 14041 lcot Blvd., Clearwater
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 12:30 p.m.
Child Care Advocacy
JWB Building, Pinellas Park

May 16

SOUTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL· 6:30p.m.
PTEC Community Outreach Center
3420 8th Avenue South, Conf. Am. 102; St. Petersburg

May 18

INTERGENERATIONAL SHOWCASE· 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Countryside Mall, Clearwater
·

May 20

STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING ·4:00p.m.
Juvenile Welfare Board, Pinellas Park

May 21

SITE VISIT
Florida Parent Child Center

May 22

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE· 5 :00p.m.
Youth on the Move
Location to be announced.

May 24

TRAINING : "Developing Competence and Confidence in
Adolescents" - Registration: 8:30a.m.
JWB Building, Pinellas Park
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 8:30 a.m.
Essential Needs
JWB Building, Pinellas Park, Conference Room F

May 27

JWB HOLIDAY • Memorial Day

May 28

TRAINING: "Resilient Children: Today's Responsibility,
Tomorrow's Pride" - Registration : 8:30a.m.
JWB Building, Pinellas Park
SITE VISIT
Friends of the Deaf Service Center-PEACH Program

May31

SEND-OFF - STAND FOR CHILDREN
SITE VISIT
Marriage & Family Counseling-STARS Program

June 1

STAND FOR CHILDREN- WASHINGTON, DC

June 3 & 4

SITE VISIT
Consumer Credit Counseling

June 5

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE - 5:00 p.m.
Youth on the Move
Location to be announced.

June 6

MID COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL - 6:30 p.m.
JWB, Pinellas Park

June 6 & 7

SITE VISIT
HAS-Pinellas County Public Health Unit-Drug Involved Families

June 13

JWB MEETING - 9:00 a.m.
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE - 9:00 a.m.
Abuse, Neglect and Dependency
Exchange Center, 3601 34th Street North, Conference Room ,
St. Petersburg
SITE VISIT
HAS-Pinellas County Public Health Unit-Northeast High School
NORTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL - 6:30 p.m.
Mease Health Center; Countryside Mall, Clearwater
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE - 9:00 a.m.
Exchange Center of the Suncoast; 3601 34th St. N.;
St. Petersburg

UPCOMING 50TH ANNIVERSARY EVENT: October 19 - Family Day Finale
For Further Information please contact:
Children 's Services Committees:
Jim Andrews, 547-5639
Community Councils:
Dorthy Whitlock, 547-5638
50th Anniversary:
Kathy Helmuth, 547-56n
Site Visits:
Mike Schmidt, 547-5648
Training:
R. J. Doody, 547-5681

